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FOUNDED MAY 1989


MEETINGS - SECOND 

  SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

SOME WEBSITES 

The Best USB-C Hubs. This 
article, suggested by Bob 
Bar ton , supp lements the 
a r t i c l e s i n l a s t m o n t h ’s 
newsletter. bit.ly/2pbr25t.

Chrome is a memory hog on 
macOS. See the article on 
pages 39-31. I wonder if Brave 
has the same problem. bit.ly/
3lAeh66. 
Apple’s A15 processor: How 
fast will it be? Very interesting 
and detailed look at Apple’s 
chip development powerhouse.

bit.ly/3qZi9P7.

The 9 Best Uninterruptible 
Power Supplies (UPS) of 
2021. If you are considering 
leaving your Mac on all the time 
(pages 9-15), you might well 
consider using a UPS. bit.ly/
2NDm8mN.

Brave Browser. Linda McNeal 
pointed me to an 8 minute 
video, Is The Brave Browser 
Worth It?  And the answer is an 
unambiguous yes . b i t . l y /
3lHVmpY. 

APRIL “LOCATION” 

WE WILL MEET VIA ZOOM. GO TO ZOOM.US/DOWNLOAD TO DOWNLOAD THE APP. CLICK 

ON DOWNLOAD IN THE BIG BLUE BOX NEAR THE TOP CENTER.

FOCUS - SHUTDOWNS & BOOTABLES 
FUN WITH TEXT IN PAGES

Our main presenter will be Gary Rosenzweig from MacMost. His topic will be Fun 
with Text in Pages.

He will discuss learning how to use advanced text options in Pages. Pages on a 
Mac has a variety of tools for making text interesting. You can fill text with colors 
and gradients, or even images. You can add a border to text, and also shadows and 
background colors. And these tips will also work in Mac Keynote and Numbers.

Gary Rosenzweig is the host and producer of MacMost, a well-known website and 
YouTube channel with daily Mac and Apple tutorials. Gary has written more than 40 
books on computers and has published more than 20 online courses. His book on 
the iPad was reported as the top-selling computer book of 2013 and 2014. He is 
also a website, games and other apps developer.


http://ZOOM.US/DOWNLOAD
https://bit.ly/2pbr25t
https://bit.ly/3lAeh66
https://bit.ly/3lAeh66
https://bit.ly/3qZi9P7
https://bit.ly/2NDm8mN
https://bit.ly/2NDm8mN
http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
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Membership Information

Membership dues are $30 for individuals and $40 for 
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary 

date, which is the month you joined. You will be e-
mailed reminders when membership fee is due. 

If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve 
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined, 
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:


• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share, 
and meet everyone from working Mac 

professionals to new Mac users from all 
backgrounds.


• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting 
Mac news, tips, and information.


• Useful free items at the monthly Raffles. 

• Discounts. Vendors offer special prices to User 

Group members.

• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG 

newsletters, meeting information, a member 
directory, directions to our meetings, and much 

more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.

• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical 

questions or comments to each other and the 
experts within the group. 


• Reviewers keep items reviewed.

Are you ready to join? Please make a check 
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly 

meeting or mail it to:

Treasurer, MLMUG


P.O. Box 1374

Southeastern, PA 19399


Multimedia SIG Co-Chair 
Nicholas Iacona


nick@nickiacona.com

Newer Users SIG Co-Chair & 

Webmaster 
Bob Barton


barton.bee.net@gmail.com

OS/iOS SIG Chair 

Adam Rice

adam@adamrice.org

Picnic Coordinator 

Tony DiPiano

tony@dipiano.net


Raffle Chair 
Susan Czarnecki


sparsefur@yahoo.com 
Social Secretary 
Gail Montgomery


gailemontgomery@comcast.net


President, Program Director & 
Vendor Liaison 

Maria O. Arguello

mariarguello@mac.com


Vice President & Multimedia SIG 
Co-Chair 

Larry Campbell

lcampbell9@me.com


Treasurer, Membership & 
Facilities Coordinator 

Elliott Cobin

eicobin@gmail.com


Secretary & Newsletter Editor 
Mark Bazrod


msb@lpilease.com 
Educational Liaison 

Linda McNeil

mcneil.linda@gmail.com


Member-at-Large, Newsletter 
Copy Editor & Apple User Group 

Ambassador 
Deane Lappin


deanezl@verizon.net


http://www.mlmug.org
mailto:nick@nickiacona.com
mailto:barton@bee.net
mailto:adam@adamrice.org?subject=
http://www.apple.com
http://sparsefur@yahoo.com
mailto:gailemontgomery@comcast.net?subject=
mailto:mariarguello@mac.com?subject=
mailto:lcampbell9@me.com
mailto:eicobin@gmail.com
mailto:msb@lpilease.com
mailto:mcneil.linda@gmail.com?subject=
mailto:deanezl@verizon.net?subject=
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Typical Meeting Agenda


9:00 - 9:05: 	 Call to order in main meeting 
room.


9:05 - 10:15: Q&A Panel - 3 or 4 expert 
members will answer your questions 
about anything relating to your Mac, 
iPad, iPhone, iWatch, and any 
attached peripherals.


	 Questions can relate to the most basic 
items, equipment issues, Apple’s 
o p e r a t i n g s y s t e m s , a n d a l l 
applications, including applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media.


	 Answers are amazingly helpful and 
often in depth, exploring the subject 
beyond the question.


10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.


10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a 
member or guest)


11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.


Come join some fellow MLMUG members for 
lunch after the meeting at a nearby 
restaurant.


MLMUG Email list


The Main Line Macintosh Users 
Group has its own email list, 
hosted at Groups.io. Compose 
your letter and email it to 
MLMUG@groups.io  and your 
message will be sent to everyone 
on the mailing list. Contact Bob 
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you 
are a member and you are not on 
the list.

Please observe good email 
etiquette. If your message is 
humor or not Apple-related (off-
topic), please include "Humor" or 
"OT" in the subject line. The 
Groups.io Terms of Service are at 
groups.io/static/tos. Look for the 
section on "Conditions of Use"  

The MLMUG list may be used to 
post Apple-related items for sale, 
but any solicitation of members 
through the list is forbidden 
without the written consent of a 
MLMUG officer. Violation of the 
Groups.io terms of service or 
good email etiquette may result 
in removal from the list.

New Users SIG


You don’t have to wait a whole 
month to get answers to your basic 
Mac questions! Get together with 
other members on the fourth 
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each 
regular meeting) for the Startup 
Folder Lite.


Many new users have said that they 
can learn much more from face-to-
face meetings than they do from 
manuals or other sources. That’s 
what this meeting is all about. Go 
to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html for 
details.


http://groups.io
mailto:%20MLMUG@groups.io%20
mailto:barton@bee.net
http://groups.io/
https://groups.io/static/tos
http://groups.io/
http://www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
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Bookmarks  
Shutdowns And Bootable 
Duplicates 

By Mark Bazrod 
If I said that March 2021 was the month in which my use of my  
Macs shifted like the earth does when there is an earthquake, I 
would be exaggerating a bit, but not by that much. My use of my 
Mac changed in two major respects: whether to shut it down 
every night and whether to make a bootable duplicate every 
night.

The article which really peaked my interest was the one on 
whether you should shut down your Mac at night. (Pages 9 – 12). 
I wondered what some other opinions were and so I've included 
three pages of additional opinions from the Quora website.
(Pages 12 - 15).

It's clear there is nowhere near consensus as to whether you 
need to shut down your computer every night. The 
environmentalists say shut it down so we consume less 
electricity. There are those who say don't shut it down so that 
you save time every morning when you get on the computer.  
(They’re my guys) And there are engineers who say that turning 
the computer off and on stresses the various parts. (I like the 
statement from Robert Ferrero who says that computers are 
designed to actually stay on just like a refrigerator is. He keeps 
his computers on all the time.)

I also like the following comment from Clint Hyde –“So long ago I 
worked in components reliability for a couple of years…and I can 
tell you that the harshest thing you can do to electronics is turn 
on the power.”


To prevent your Mac from going to sleep, go to System 
Preferences > Security & Privacy > General > Advanced   and set 
Log out after XX minutes of inactivity to a large number of 
minutes. I used 960 minutes, the maximum. It's hard to imagine 
being away from your Mac for 16 hours, except perhaps when 
you're on vacation.

I usually set my displays to turn off after 20 minutes of inactivity, 
but at night I often set the times 1 minutes so I can see them turn 
off.

I know several say shut down your computer until the warranty 
period expires, but I believe our Macs are very well made with 
high quality components so I’ll ignore that view.

My conclusion after reading several articles is that I'm going to 
leave my Mac mini on 24/7, except that I'll shut it down on the 
1st and 15th of the month to clear out the temporary junk and 
other stuff. That way when I reopen my displays, I always 
instantaneously see where I was before, except for the few times 
when I have to enter my password because I have been away for 
my Mac for more than 30 minutes. 

I’d love to hear comments on shutdowns from our MLMUG 
Meeting Panel at the April meeting.

The other article which peaked my interest was Adam Engst’s 
discussion of whether you really need a bootable duplicate 
(Pages 15 - 18).

I don't recall ever having to boot from an external back up drive, 
even after more than 40 years of using Apple’s and Macs. That's 
not to say that it won't happen in the future, but the likelihood is 
very rare.

I have many times resorted to Time Machine to recover the prior 
version of a file and of course will continue to use Time Machine 
in the future.

So I feel pretty confident that I don't need to have, or at least 
worry about not having, a portable drive. I'll continue to use 

5
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SuperDuper! to back up my data. And if SuperDuper doesn't 
back up them, I will periodically save my Library, Movies, Music 
And Pictures to Backblase or my external 4 TB hard drive. And 
probably, although I am not sure, I'll probably also save my 
documents to Backblase.

And on a totally non-earth shaking topic, I suggest you read the 
article entitled Working With APFS Volume Groups. I think it will 
clear up the confusion, if you have some, when you open Disk 
Utility and you see containers, data and your name of your drive. 
It really mystified me for quite a while until I read the article and I 
now have a much better understanding of Apple’s APFS file 
structure.

I am going to replace my two power strips (one may be an old 
surge protectors), with new 4320 Joule surge protector from 
Belkin costing $40. I was debating whether to buy an 
uninterruptible power supply for about $75, but I can afford to be 
without power for at least an hour. If necessary, I can work on my 
iPad, accessing documents in the Files from iCloud. I think we 
get about two or three very, very, brief power outages during the 
year, all of which I think occur when the building switches from 
one power supply to another. So I'm just getting a very good 
surge protector. For more information on the subject of surge 
protectors, go to the article on Pages 26 — 28.

The Belkin surge protector has 12 outlets, eight of which rotate 
and so more easily accommodate bulky power supplys. It 
replaced the two power strips. In addition, I bought a small 10 
port Aukey USB 3 hub for connecting various peripherals to my 
Mac. And I'm still using an even smaller Anker USB 2 hub since it 
has four power ports for charging iPhone, iPad and Bluetooth 
earplugs. My equipment configuration and cabling has as a result 
been significantly reduced. There's nothing wrong with less 
clutter!

So — This newsletter has at least three articles which may 
change the way you use your Macs.
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SPEAKER ROSTER FOR

MLMUG'S 2021 MEETINGS


January 11`	 	 Dan Wissink - Dan’s Tutorials

February 9 Terry Wilson - Cut the Cord to
       Microsoft Office - Pages/Numbers
March 13 Michael Blank - Pixlr.com Graphics
April 10 Gary Rosenzweig - Fun With Text 

       In Pages
May 8 Dave Hamilton - Plex: Stream… 
June  Rob Golding - TBD
July	 	 	 Recess - Summer

August	 	 Recess - Summer

September 11 	 Aric Pedersen —Virtualizing macOS

October 9 	 	 Joe Kissell - TBD

November 13 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD
December 11 	 Keith Johnson - FileMaker Pro 
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March 2021Meeting Minutes 
By Mark Bazrod 
The March meeting was held by a Zoom teleconference. Bob 
Barton acted as host for the meeting and opened the Expert 
Panel at about 9:00 AM. There were about 25 attendees.

Q & A Panel - Bob Barton, Nick Iacona, Mike Inskeep, and 
Adam Rice. 
Carol C. said all her deleted Gmail messages are going into 
archive. You need to find the setting which determine where 
deleted messages go. Go down to Mailbox Behaviors and 
indicate that you want the messages to go to Trash, not 
Archived. It’s a bit complex. You may have to look at all devices.

Linda M. asked if Adam was using any antivirus app on his new 
MacBook. Adam said he is playing around with DetectX .It does 
not actively scan your drives. However, he tries to be careful in 
the sites he visits.

Mark B. asked how to determine size of folder. The easiest 
method is Command +I. File > Get Info will open the same 
window. Mark uses Path Finder and Command +I doesn’t work 
in that app.

Valerie C. was not sure whether files were saved to iCloud or 
locally.. Apple automatically defaults to iCloud unless you specify 
otherwise. Go to System Preferences > Apple iPad > iCloud > 
Options. Apple has “Do want store in cloud” somewhere, but it’s 
easy to miss. You can have the Desktop & Documents also 
stored in the cloud and so available to all your devices. The 
Desktop is stored in iCloud. Tidbits suggests using Chronosync 
to back up your Mac. You can check where want file to be saved.

Sharon A. asked should she block 3rd party cookies. Google 
gives the choice of standard or incognito. Incognito is similar to 

private browsing where no history kept. Incognito is good if you 
are on a public compeer or a shared computer. 

Why do not want 3rd party cookies? To reduce ads and malware. 
Some servers might go to other servers so disable 3rd party 
cookies. The primary function of 3rd party cookies is 
surveillance. It sounds best to disable them, although they could 
be useful in keeping items in a shopping cart. 

Elliott C. had introduced us to the Brave browser which is built 
on Chrome which has a number of privacy features. It tells the 
number of trackers blocked and other info. Both Nick and Adam 
are using Brave. Safari 14 has a number of similar privacy 
features.

Mark B. Indicated that his webcam is failing at times when using 
Zoom. The suggestions were to get a new camera or try 
someone elses’. 

Linda M. informed us that the SoundNote app does not work in 
the new iPads.

Susan S. wondered about the new iPhone SE. It’s simple and still 
has a  Home button. Someone mentioned they had seen First 
Call phones advertised for seniors. Ed S. said the new SE equals 
the iPhone 8 and suggested Susan give her husband her 7 and 
she get a new 12. Mark B. suggested she get an 11 because it’s 
cheaper and not much different. Ed S. replied that the 12 mini 
starts at $699. ( for $50 you go up to 128GB), is smaller than 7, 
and has a great screen. The Apple site lets you compare different 
phones.

Michael Blank was our Main presenter His info is at pmug-
nj.org.

Michael gave an excellent presentation on Pixir, but these 
minutes cannot adequately describe the presentation without 
you seeing the graphics. If you weren’t there, you missed a 
chance to learn a new program.


7
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Pixir Is a free web-based photo editor and graphics design tool 
program. You can use Pixir with other apps such as word 
processing programs.

The competition is a subscription based Adobe Photoshop app, 
various Affinity paid apps, a free GIMP app. Pixir also has a 
subscription plan.

You send files to Pixir server for editing and send them back to 
your Mac. pixir.com. There are several versions of Pixir, Pixir X 
and Pixir E. E is easy to use. There is also a desktop version for 
subscribers.

Michael showed photos from his visit to Santorini, a volcanic 
island southeast of Athens, and demonstrated editing them.

You can use new or existing photos or graphics. Tools are on the 
left side. Options are on the top. Palettes are on right. You can 
have several windows open simultaneously. You can zoom in or 
out,

There is an image size tool which lets you resize and constrain 
proportions, but don’t enlarge. Images get blurry.

You can crop image in many different ways.You can use varying 
file types.  Michael also demonstrated adjusting brightness, 
contrast, saturation, and a number of other editing tools.

Levels are editable. You can add text on a layer.

A tutorial on Pixir is available on youtube.com  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SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS 
January 11 - Dan Wissink. Owner of Dan's Tutorials.

February 9 - Terry Wilson. Creator of TightJacket 
customized covers for iPhone and iPad.

March 13 - Michael Blank. Webmaster of the Princeton 
Macintosh Users Group.
April 10- Gary Rosenzweig. Creator of videos for MacMost
May 8 - Dave Hamilton. Started The Mac Observer and Mac 
Geek Gab podcast.
June 13 - Rob Golding. Past President of Princeton 
Macintosh Users Group
September 11 - Aric Pedersen. PMUG’s President and 30-
year Mac user, 

October 9 - Joe Kissel. Publisher of Take Control Books
November 13 - Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus. Prolific speaker and 
author of more than 80 books.

http://pixir.com
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Tom Nelson updated the following article to lifewire.com on 
December 22, 2020. bit.ly/3s0AZ9I. .© About, Inc. He is a 
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and 
support. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and 
product reviews. 

Should You Shut Down a Computer 
When It's Not in Use? 
Can you leave your computer on 24/7? 

By Tom Nelson  
Reviewed by Chris Selph

Leave your computer on all the time, or shut it off when it's not in 
use; does it really make a difference? If you've been asking 
yourself this question, then you'll be happy to hear that you can 
choose whichever way you want. You just need to understand 
the ramifications of your choice and take a few precautions to 
ensure you get the longest life you can from your computer. 

The most important precaution is to add a UPS (Uninterruptible 
Power Supply), no matter which method you choose. A UPS can 
protect your computer from many of the dangers it's likely to 
face. 

The 9 Best Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) of 2021 


The Things That Can Harm Your Computer  
All of the parts that make up your computer have a limited 
lifetime. The processor, RAM, and graphics cards all experience 
aging caused by, among other things, heat and temperature. 
Additional failure modes come from the stress of cycling a 
computer on and off. 

But it's not just your computer's semiconductors that are 
affected. Mechanical components, such as the ones in hard 
drives, optical drives, printers, and scanners, are all affected by 
the power cycling they may undergo when your computer is 

turned off or on. In many cases, peripherals, such as printers and 
external drives, may have circuitry that senses when your 
computer is powered on or off, and initiates the same condition, 
turning the device on or off as needed. 

There are other failure modes to consider that originate externally 
to your computer. The one most often mentioned is a power 
surge and power drop, where there's a sudden rise or fall in 
voltage on the electrical circuit that your computer is plugged 
into. We often associate these surges with transient events, such 
as nearby lightning strikes, or devices that use a lot of power at 
once (vacuum cleaner, hairdryer, etc). 

All of these failure types need to be considered. Leaving a 
computer turned on can reduce exposure to some of the failure 
types, while turning your computer off can prevent most of the 
external vectors that can cause the failure of a computer's 
components. 

The question then becomes, which is best: on or off? Turns out, 
at least in our opinion, it’s a bit of both. If your goal is to 
maximize lifetime, there's a time period when turning a new 
computer on and off makes sense; later, leaving it on 24/7 makes 
sense. 


Computer Life Testing and Failure Rates  
There are various failure modes that can result in your computer, 
well, failing. Computer manufacturers have a few tricks up their 
sleeves to reduce the failure rate seen by end users. 

What makes this interesting is that assumptions made by the 
manufacturer regarding warranty periods can be upset by the 
decision to leave a computer on 24/7; let's find out why. 

Computer and component manufacturers use various tests to 
ensure the quality of their products. One of these is known as life 
testing, which uses a burn-in process that accelerates the aging 
rate of a device under test by cycling power, running devices at 
elevated voltage and temperature, and exposing the devices to 

9
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conditions  beyond the environment they were intended to 
operate in. 

Manufacturers found that devices that survived their infancy 
would continue to operate without problems until their expected 
lifetime was reached. Devices in their middle years rarely failed, 
even when exposed to conditions just outside their expected 
operating range. 


The graph demonstrating failure rate over time is commonly 
called the bathtub curve.  

The graph demonstrating failure rate over time become known as 
the bathtub curve because it looked like a bathtub viewed from 
the side. Components fresh off the manufacturing line would 
display a high failure rate when first turned on. That failure rate 
would drop quickly, so that, in a short time, a steady but 
extremely low failure rate would occur over the remaining 
expected years. Near the end of the component's life, the failure 
rate would start to rise again, until it quickly reached a very high 
failure rate, such as that seen near the beginning of the 
component's life. 

Life testing showed that components were highly reliable once 
they were beyond the infancy period. Manufacturers would then 

offer their components after using a burn-in process that aged 
the devices beyond the infancy period. Customers who needed 
high reliability would pay extra for these burned-in devices. 
Typical customers for this service included the military, NASA 
contractors, aviation, and medical. 

Devices that did not go through a complex burn-in process were 
sold mostly for consumer use, but the manufacturers included a 
warranty whose time frame usually matched or exceeded the 
infancy time on the bathtub curve. 

Turning your computer off every night, or when not in use, would 
seem like it could be a cause for component failure, and it's true 
that as your computer ages, it's likely to fail when turned off or 
on. But it's certainly a bit counterintuitive to learn that putting 
stress on your system when it's young, and under warranty, may 
be a good thing. 

Remember the bathtub curve, which says that early device failure 
is more likely when the components are very young and that as 
they age, failure rates drop? If you remove some of the expected 
types of stress by never power cycling your computer, you slow 
down the aging process. In essence, you extend the length of 
time the device remains susceptible to early failures. 

When your computer is under warranty, it may be advantageous 
to provide a modicum of stress by turning your computer off 
when not in use, so that any failure that occurs because of turn 
on/turn off stress happens under warranty. 

Leaving your computer turned on 24/7 can remove a few of the 
known stress events that lead to component failure, including the 
in-rush of current that can damage some devices, voltage 
swings, and surges that occur when turning a computer off. 

This is especially true as your computer ages and comes closer 
to the end of its expected life. By not cycling the power, you can 
protect older computers from failure, at least for a while. 


10
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However, for younger computers, it may be more of a "don’t 
care" issue, as research has shown components in the teenage 
through adult years remain very stable, and don't show a 
likelihood of failure by conventional power cycling (turning the 
computer off at night). 

For new computers, there's the question of removing stress 
being an agent of slowing down aging, thus extending the time 
frame for early failure to occur beyond the normal warranty 
period. 


Using Both Options: Turn the Computer Off When 
New, and Leave On With Age  
Do what you can to mitigate environmental stress factors, such 
as operating temperature. This can be as simple as having an 
external fan (such as a pedestal or ceiling fan) in the hot months 
to ensure air movement around your computer system. Use a 
UPS to help keep voltage surges at bay, and keep voltage levels 
constant. 

Use a normal turn on and turn off-cycle; that is, turn the 
computer off when not in use during the original manufacturer's 
warranty period. This will help ensure all components are aged 
out under warranty to a time frame when failure rates fall to a low 
level. It also helps to ensure that any failure that may happen will 
occur under warranty, saving you some serious coin. 

Once you move beyond the warranty period, the components 
should have aged beyond the infant mortality time frame and 
entered their teenage years, when they're tough and can stand 
up to just about any reasonable amount of stress thrown at them. 
At this point, you can switch to a 24/7 operating mode, if you 
wish to. 

So, new computer, turn it on and off as needed. Teenage to 
adult, it's up to you; there's no real benefit either way. Senior, 
keep it on 24/7 to extend its life. 


When Running 24/7 Which is Better, Sleep or 
Hibernation?  
One possible problem with running your computer 24/7, even if it 
isn't actively being used, is that you may discover that your 
computer entered a hibernation mode that's extremely similar to 
turning your computer off and back on again. 

Depending on your computer and the OS it's running, it may 
support multiple types of power-saving options. 

Generally speaking, sleep mode is designed to reduce power 
consumption while keeping the computer in a semi-operational 
state. 

In this mode, your computer spins down any hard drives and 
optical drives it may have. RAM is powered down to a lower 
activity state. Displays are usually dimmed, if not outright 
powered off. Processors run with a reduced clock rate or in a 
special low-level state. In sleep mode, the computer can usually 
continue to run some basic tasks, though not as speedily as in a 
normal state. Most open user apps are still loaded but are in a 
standby state. 

There are exceptions, depending on your OS, but you get the 
idea. Sleep mode conserves power while keeping the computer 
turned on. 

Hibernation, another version of reducing power consumption, 
varies a bit between Mac, Windows, and Linux OSes. 

In hibernation mode, apps that are running are put into a standby 
state, and then the content of RAM is copied to your computer's 
storage device. At that point, RAM and the storage devices are 
powered off. 

Most peripherals are put into standby mode, including the 
display. Once all data has been secured, the computer is 
essentially turned off. Restarting from hibernation mode isn't 
much more different, at least as experienced by the components 
that make up your computer, than turning your computer on. 
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As you can see, if you haven’t ensured that your computer won't 
enter its hibernation mode after some amount of time, you're not 
really keeping your computer on 24/7. So, you may not be 
realizing the effect you wanted to achieve by not turning your 
computer off. 

If your intent is to run your computer 24/7 to perform various 
processing tasks, you'll want to disable all sleep modes except 
for display sleep. You probably don’t need the display to be 
active to run any of the tasks. The method for using only display 
sleep is different for the various operating systems. 

Some OSes have another sleep mode that allows specified tasks 
to run while placing all remaining tasks in standby mode. In this 
mode, power is conserved but processes that need to be run are 
allowed to continue. In the Mac OS, this is known as App Nap. 
Windows has an equivalent known as Connected Standby, or 
Modern Standby in Windows 10. 

No matter what it's called, or the OS it runs on, the purpose is to 
conserve power while allowing some apps to run. In regard to 
running your computer 24/7, this type of sleep mode doesn't 
exhibit the type of power cycling seen in hibernation mode, so it 
could meet the needs of those who don't wish to turn their 
computers off. 

Leave the Computer on or Turn It Off: Final Thoughts  
If you're asking if it's safe to turn your computer on and off as 
needed, the answer is yes. It's not something you should worry 
about until the computer reaches old age. 

If you're asking if it's safe to leave a computer on 24/7, we would 
say the answer is also yes, but with a couple of caveats. You 
need to protect the computer from external stress events, such 
as voltage surges, lightning strikes, and power outages; you get 
the idea. Of course, you should be doing this even if you plan to 
turn the computer on and off, but the risk is slightly greater for 
computers left on 24/7, only because it's likely they'll be turned 

on when a severe event occurs, such as a summer thunderstorm 
rolling through your area. 


Quora is an online questions and answers website with a very 
diverse content and user base. A member posed a questions and 
other members gave their answers. I thought it interesting to see 
the differences of opinions. 

Richard Taylor , Former Hardware, Software, System 
& Network Development (1964-2008)  October 6, 
2019 
It depends on how long the computer is not going to be used for. 
I tend to boot the computer first thing in the morning, put the 
computer into hybrid sleep when I am not going to using it for a 
while and shut it down at the end of the day.

When sleeping, the computer is using very little power and can 
be available in only a second or two when required. With hybrid 
sleep, the computer can restore itself to the place where it was 
even if there is a power outage while sleeping. If I put the 
computer in hybrid sleep, I can answer the door bell, go and 
make a hot drink, stop to watch a TV program, or many other 
things and not have to worry about saving all my work in case of 
power loss.

For a laptop, if it is not being used for a few minutes, such as 
when I move to a different room or go for a comfort break, I will 
close the lid. Depending on its power settings, it could simply 
turn off the screen to save power (most laptops do this 
automatically when their lids are closed) or they can sleep, 
hibernate or shut down.

You have to decide what is the best for you.


Darryl Gardner  October 5, 2019 
It’s like flipping a coin. The jury is still out on this question.
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By that I mean many people say “yes” and many others say “no”.

You don’t clarify what you mean by “shut down” so I’ll consider 
you mean turn it off completely rather than allowing it to go into 
sleep/hibernate mode (see below).

You will be saving a little electricity by turning it off when not in 
use, but it will require reloading everything into RAM when 
restarting.

And you will help the electronics by not progressing along the 
bathtub curve that predicts eventual burnout of components. 
That is a complicated subject which will not be addressed further 
herein.

Sleep/hibernation are special cases where the computer goes 
into a mode that uses minimal electrical power to keep from 
shutting down completely, and - at least in theory - should be 
ready to go back to work almost instantly when you use it.

One potential problem is when the computer will not recover 
properly from sleep/hibernate mode and you will still have to start 
all over again. That was a problem with earlier versions of 
Windows, and I expect has been improved over the years.


Yoan Ignatov  Answered October 10, 2019 
From technical point of view, there is no specific need, but from 
environmental point, it’s always good to keep the computer off 
(or put it in sleep), when not in use. I don’t see a point of wasting 
more energy, when not needed, also to mention the higher 
energy bill. If you need an always-on PC, ex. NAS, Media server, 
etc., like I do, it’s a good idea to turn on power saving for every 
possible component in that system. 
I used to keep all my computers and other tech always on, even 
before I started using one of my PCs as a file server, but after 
starting studying Ecology and seeing by myself how much 
energy is wasted unneeded, I started paying more attention to 
that matter. 
Also, as an IT administrator in my company, I instructed every 

employee to put their computers in sleep mode after end of work 
day, if they don’t need it. Not only it saved us a lot of money in 
the power bill, but knowing that you try to reduce carbon 
pollution (and not only) as much as possible, really feels good.

And yes, small things like putting your PC to sleep when not use 
do matter.


Robert Ferraro  October 5, 2019 
It is best to actually keep it turned on. Put it into sleep mode if you 
need to but it is better to not shut it down.

One of the advantages of leaving it turned on or in sleep mode is 
that a lot of the files are in the memory cache so that when you 
have to use your PC the next day, data is already cached and 
you don’t have to deal with the slowness of a PC when it is 
turned on due to having to cache everything again.

Actually turning on a PC does cause some additional 
stresses such as spinning up the hard drive and fans. You 
also have warming and cooling of parts that across a million 
computers will show some negative effect. Leaving it on keeps 
all the parts at their normal operating warm temperatures and 
you don’t subject them to warming and cooling stresses.

Computers are designed to actually stay on just like a 
refrigerator is. I have had one here in the office that stays on 
24/7/365 and has done so for the past 15 years. Of course it 
gets rebooted from time to time. It’s just a little trusty Dell Vostro 
and has all original drives and I have only ever had to replace 
one of the cooling fans. My main desktop stays on 24/7/365 
too.


Jeremy Johnson  , IT/Network Administrator  
October 5, 2019 
Different people are going to tell you different things, and there 
are valid points for both.
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I am an IT professional and been doing this for over 15 years, 
working at every level from residential repair to medium 
enterprise.

My advice is to leave it on, and do a full reboot every week or 
two, preferably have it connected to a UPS battery backup.

When you shutdown your computer, your computer can no 
longer get updates for antivirus, scan files, or update windows/
other software, nor can it run backups (which I highly encourage 
automated backups to external or NAS/file server). When you 
then turn your computer back on, it has to try to catch up on all 
this.

If you are shutting down and turning on the computer many 
times a day then you are also heating up and cooling down the 
chips repeatedly and thus causing them extra wear.

When I worked residential PC repair, I had several clients who 
called and complained of the computer being very slow. They 
would shut their systems off whenever not using them. End result 
is that they had antivirus definitions that were 8 months out of 
date, a year’s worth of unapplied windows updates, and several 
viruses on the computer. All of those things then sucked up 90% 
of the system resources when started. Then the user would 
slowly do the thing they got on the computer to do, shut it down 
and since pretty much none of those tasks finished, they would 
have start over again the next time.


Yann François  October 9, 2019 
Yes, or at least, put it in sleep mode.

A middle end computer CPU consumes 70W, its motherboard 
40W, each memory stick 3W, each hard drive 8W, SSD 1W, its 
graphic card 3W (idle), Fan 1W = 130W. Double that for a High-
End computer. That’s idle consumption. It is like leaving on a 
tungsten lamp of 130W, day, night, weeks, years.

I do put my desktop computer in sleep mode every evening. It 
goes to sleep itself after 2 hours of idle time. I do a reboot every 

week. Same for the laptop. It saves energy but spares me from 
the noise. They are all lasting 10–15y without failure. Of course, I 
do not buy my computer in super market as some does. I prefer 
good brands.

Do you turn your car off or leave it on all night ? Same as for 
computers. When you do not need it on, sleep it or turn it off (do 
not hibernate, this hybrid mode was good when a reboot under 
windows took 10 minutes, now it’s 10 seconds. Hibernate create 
a file the size of your memory on the SSD for nothing. Turn it off.


Christophe Monfort  October 11, 2019 
Depends on your use of it.

Depends on your frustration on waiting for the services being 
available.

Depends on the power consumption (for any reason)

Depends if it’s a laptop or a desktop.

The decision is fully YOURS.

Mine are these : I have most of my electronic devices on 
powerbars, and when not using them , I shut down everything.

Two reasons : first one I don’t want to use energy without need. 
Second: I just don’t want to be billed for that.

Now, If you’re just talking about a mere laptop, the power 
consumption difference should be very slight between a deep 
sleep and a shutdown.


Clint Hyde  , former EE/Software Engineer Since the 
70s (1976-2020)  October 6, 2019 
So long ago I worked in components reliability for a couple of 
years…and I can tell you that the harshest thing you can do to 
electronics is turn on the power.

Think about what happens to electric light bulbs—when do they 
blow? When you flip the switch to turn them on. HUGE power 
jolt, that’s when the die. Your computer is better designed and 
protected, but still…power-on is harsh. Leave it on. I leave all my 
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machines on all the time, unless I’m going on vacation for a 
while.


Fredrick Sigalla  October 5, 2019 
Yes, every time a computer is not shut down, it means RAM, 
which is the buffer (temporary storage) while you computer is 
working is not being cleared, this can make your computer 
somehow slow and slow in responding unless you restart it. So if 
you are not using your computer, just shut it down.


Patrick Keating , I'm a programmer, not an engineer. 
So be wary.Answered October 12, 2019 
I always shut mine down. I don’t really have an argument for this. 
It’s just what I do. Somewhere in the recesses of my mind the 
idea may be lurking that something is being wasted by the tiny 
bit of activity that goes on in the computer while it “sleeps”. 
Despite shutting my computers down I see activity in the logs 
around 3:45am. So shutting the computer down isn’t the same 
thing as throwing a light switch. But I still do it.


Alan Dicey  , Former engineer, Avionics and IT  
October 5, 2019 
Well, I always do, every night. Apart from anything else, it limits 
the possibility of cyber-attack while you’re not looking. Shutdown 
and startup also clears any memory leaks and orphaned 
processes.


Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on 
February 23, 2021. bit.ly/3r31mdT. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. He 
is the publisher of TidBITS. He has written numerous books and 
many magazine articles. There are 75 comments to read. 

The Role of Bootable Duplicates in a 
Modern Backup Strategy 
By Adam Engst 
Is it time to upgrade to macOS 11 Big Sur? I’ll write more about 
that soon. However, there is one general concern that has 
caused us to hesitate to recommend upgrading. That’s the 
complexity of creating a bootable duplicate of your startup 
volume, also known as a clone. To understand why this 
seemingly simple task—just read all the data from one drive and 
write it to another—is causing such consternation, we need to 
step back briefly. And once we’ve done that, we can reassess 
the role of a bootable duplicate in a modern backup strategy.


Why Bootable Duplicates Have Become Difficult to 
Make 
In 10.15 Catalina, Apple introduced APFS volume groups, a way 
of bundling separate volumes together to create a bootable 
macOS. A System volume holds all the files macOS needs to 
operate, while the Data volume contains only your data. The two 
volumes appear as a single entity in the Finder and wherever you 
might select or navigate files. The System volume is also read-
only, so malicious software cannot modify the operating system, 
whereas the Data volume that contains your files remains read-
write so you can install apps and create and modify documents.

This architectural change forced backup apps that make 
bootable duplicates to jump through hoops, since they couldn’t 
just read and write data anymore. Now a bootable duplicate had 
to have a System and a Data volume, and they had to be 
combined correctly into an APFS volume group. Eventually, all 
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the leading apps figured out how to do this: see “Carbon Copy 
Cloner 5.1.10” (26 August 2019), “ChronoSync 4.9.5 and 
ChronoAgent 1.9.3” (11 October 2019), and “SuperDuper 3.3” 
(30 November 2019).

With Big Sur, however, Apple went a step further, adding strong 
cryptographic protections when storing system content on what 
is now called a Signed System Volume. (In fact, Big Sur doesn’t 
even read files directly from this System volume to boot your 
Mac. It first takes the additional step of creating an immutable 
APFS snapshot—a reference to the volume at a particular point 
in time—and starts up from that snapshot. Thus, Big Sur is 
actually booting from a cryptographically signed, immutable 
reference to a cryptographically signed read-only volume.)

This change increases security even more, but it also prevents all 
backup apps from creating bootable duplicates because they 
cannot sign the backed-up System volume. In theory, Apple’s asr 
(Apple Software Restore) tool makes this possible, but it didn’t 
work at all until just before Big Sur was released, still has 
problems, and even now cannot make a bootable duplicate of an 
M1-based Mac boot drive. On the plus side, Apple has said it 
plans to fix asr, but who knows when, or how completely, that will 
happen.

All three of the leading apps for making bootable duplicates have 
come up with workarounds. Carbon Copy Cloner can make a 
one-time bootable duplicate of an Intel-based Mac (but you must 
boot from it to install macOS updates) and for M1-based 
Macs  [italics added after publication] recommends installing Big 
Sur onto a data-only backup after creating it. ChronoSync 
suggests installing Big Sur on an empty drive first and then using 
it for your data-only backup. The current version of SuperDuper 
has other issues with Big Sur, so SuperDuper’s workaround 
involves downgrading to SuperDuper 3.2.5, using that to make a 
data-only backup, and then installing Big Sur on the backup 
drive if you need to boot from it. Unfortunately, once you do this, 
you can no longer copy to the backup until you delete the 

System volume, so it’s best to stick with SuperDuper 3.2.5’s 
data-only backups.

Things become even more confusing if you add an M1-based 
Mac into the mix. At the moment, Howard Oakley reports that 
you can make a bootable duplicate only onto a native 
Thunderbolt 3 drive—a USB drive doesn’t work reliably for the 
purpose. That bootable drive also won’t start up Intel-based 
Macs, even if you set up separate APFS containers. The reverse 
is true as well—an external drive that will boot an Intel-based 
Mac will not necessarily boot an M1-based Mac. So, even if you 
can make one, a bootable duplicate won’t help you unless every 
Mac you want to use it with uses the same chip.


Do You Need a Bootable Duplicate? 
Sometimes, when the world shifts in a way that renders past 
approaches unsatisfying, it’s worth reexamining the base 
principles in play. Why have we recommended bootable 
duplicates as part of a backup strategy anyway? Three reasons:


• Quick recovery: The primary reason for having an up-to-date 
bootable duplicate is so you can get back to work as quickly as 
possible should your internal drive fail. Simply reboot your Mac 
with the Option key down at startup, select the bootable 
duplicate, and continue with your work. If your Mac were to die 
entirely, you could use the clone with another Mac you own or 
borrow, or a replacement that you can purchase and return 
within 14 days.


• Secondary backup: Any good backup strategy has multiple 
backup destinations, preferably created using different 
software. If you consider your primary backup to be Time 
Machine, for instance, having a bootable duplicate made with 
another app and stored on a separate drive protects against 
both potential programming errors in Time Machine and 
physical or logical corruption of its drive. It’s best not to put all 
your eggs—or backups—in one basket.
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• Faster migration: I have no data here, but if I needed to use 
Apple’s Setup Assistant or Migration Assistant to migrate to a 
new drive or Mac, I’d prefer to use my bootable duplicate over 
my Time Machine backup. With Time Machine, the migration 
will have to figure out what the newest version of every file is, 
whereas the bootable duplicate is, by definition, an exact 
clone.


When you think about it, only the first of these reasons requires 
that the duplicate be bootable. A data-only backup using 
different software to a separate drive is sufficient for the second 
two.

The last time I needed to boot from my bootable duplicate was a 
disaster (see “Six Lessons Learned from Dealing with an iMac’s 
Dead SSD,” 27 April 2020). I had been backing up to a 5400 rpm 
hard drive connected to a 2014 27-inch iMac via USB 3.0, but 
using it as a boot drive was “painful beyond belief.” Since then, 
I’ve switched to using a Samsung T5 external SSD for my 
bootable duplicate because its performance is so much better.

Performance isn’t the only issue here. When my internal SSD 
died, I spent many hours troubleshooting the problem before 
discovering that my bootable duplicate wasn’t going to help. I 
suspect that’s common—you don’t necessarily know that your 
internal drive is dead right away, so you’re going to try to fix it 
before falling back on your bootable duplicate. Quick recovery? I 
could easily have reformatted my internal SSD and restored from 
a backup in the amount of time I spent troubleshooting. In fact, I 
started down that road too, only to discover that I couldn’t even 
reformat, wasting even more time.

In the end, I got up and running with my everyday work using 
other devices: my 2012 MacBook Air, 10.5-inch iPad Pro, and 
iPhone 11 Pro. Most of what I do is in the cloud now, between 
email, Slack, Google Docs, and WordPress, so while I wasn’t as 
productive on the other devices as I would have been on the 
faster, double-monitor iMac, I could get my work done. Since 

then, I’ve replaced the 2012 MacBook Air with an M1-based 
MacBook Air with more storage and vastly better performance, 
so I would have even fewer issues using it as my fallback Mac.

All this is to suggest that the bootable part of a bootable 
duplicate is no longer as essential for many people as it was 
when we first started recommending that a comprehensive 
backup strategy should include one. Since then, it has become 
far more common for people to have multiple devices on which 
they could accomplish their work, and much more of that work 
takes place in the cloud or on a remote server.


The Parts of a Modern Backup Strategy 
Allow me to update what I consider to be the pieces you can 
assemble into a comprehensive backup strategy that 
acknowledges the reality of today’s tech world. In order of 
importance:


• Versioned backup: Everyone should have a versioned backup 
made with Time Machine. Versioned backups are essential for 
being able to recover from corruption or inadvertent user error 
by restoring an earlier version of a file or the contents of a 
folder before deletion. Other backup apps, like ChronoSync 
and Retrospect, can make versioned backups too, but Time 
Machine backups are particularly useful because of how Apple 
integrates them into macOS migrations. I won’t pretend that 
Time Machine is perfect, but it’s part of macOS, has insider 
access to technical and security changes in macOS, and 
generally works acceptably.


• Internet or offsite backup: Local backups are worthless if all 
your equipment is stolen or damaged by fire or water. 
Historically, the recommendation was to rotate backup drives 
offsite, but in the modern world, an Internet backup service like 
Backblaze is much easier.


• Backup Mac or another device: Particularly given how hard it 
is for anyone but Apple to repair Macs, if you can’t afford days 
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of downtime, think about both what device you could use for 
your work if your Mac were to fail and how you’d get your data 
to it. It might be a laptop you mostly use when traveling, your 
previous desktop Mac, or even an iPad. Just make sure to take 
your backup device out for a test run before you need it.


• Cloud-based access to key data: This isn’t a requirement—
lots of people either can’t or don’t wish to store data in the 
cloud—but for many, it can be a way to access essential data 
from any device or location. For instance, $9.99 per month gets 
you 2 TB of iCloud Drive storage, and Apple’s Desktop & 
Documents Folders syncing feature could make it particularly 
easy to get back to work on another Mac. A similar amount of 
money would provide 2 TB storage on Dropbox, Google One, 
or Microsoft OneDrive.


• Nightly duplicate, data-only or bootable: Even if a duplicate 
can’t easily be made bootable, it’s still a worthwhile part of your 
backup strategy. It adds diversity by relying on different 
software in the event your Time Machine falls prey to bugs, by 
putting a backup on another drive, and by eliminating the need 
for special software beyond the Finder to restore data. And, of 
course, if you have to fall back to another Mac, a duplicate may 
be necessary so you can get back to work on your files.


Ensuring that you have an answer for all five options above 
would provide the most protection and the fastest recovery. But 
for many people, all five would be overkill.

I’d say that every Mac user should be making Time Machine 
backups, and some combination of Internet backup or cloud-
based storage of data is a good idea. If your house were to burn 
down, wouldn’t it be nice if you didn’t lose your entire photo 
collection? iCloud Photos isn’t a full backup like Backblaze is, 
but either would ensure the survival of your irreplaceable photos 
and videos.

People whose livelihoods depend on their ability to meet tight 
deadlines might feel the need to have a relatively powerful 

backup Mac available at a moment’s notice, but for many 
people, an older Mac or less powerful laptop might be sufficient. 
For those who don’t rely on their Macs for work, an iPhone or 
iPad might meet all your communications needs until you can 
repair or replace a dead Mac. Also, remember that you can buy a 
new Mac from Apple and return it within 14 days, something that 
Apple Store employees reportedly recommend as a way to get 
up and running while waiting for a repair.

Similarly, those who keep a lot of data in the cloud or simply 
don’t value their data all that highly might be willing to risk having 
Time Machine be their only backup.

That said, I’ll stick with my nightly duplicates because they’re just 
too useful for troubleshooting and recovery. But I can’t say that 
bootable duplicates are the necessity they once were.

What do you think? How often have you relied on a bootable 
duplicate to return to work quickly after an internal drive failure? 
Have you been stressing about bootable duplicates in Big Sur? 
How would you respond to your Mac failing entirely?


The following article was posted to bombich.com. bit.ly/
2OLJC9R. © Bombich Software, Inc. Bombich is the developer 
of Carbon Copy Cloner. 

Working With APFS Volume Groups 
When Apple introduced the APFS filesystem several years ago, it 
came with a new concept: the APFS container. All APFS volumes 
reside within a container, and the container resides within the 
disk's partitioning scheme. All volumes within a container share 
the space that is available to the container; separate APFS 
containers do not share space with each other.

In macOS High Sierra, Apple added the concept of roles to 
volumes. At the time there were only three roles, and these went 
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largely unnoticed by the average user: Preboot, Recovery, and 
VM (virtual memory). These roles allow the system to identify 
specific volumes for specific purposes, and then treat the 
volumes in specific ways (for example, any volume with the 
above roles would be hidden by default and also not mounted by 
default).

The following graphic demonstrates a few of these APFS 
concepts:


The partitioning scheme encompasses the entire physical disk. 
Within the partitioning scheme you can create one or more APFS 
containers, and within each container, you can create one or 
more APFS volumes. Unlike partitioning in the past, all of the 
volumes within the container share the space that is allocated to 
the container. In the example above, the three gray helper 
partitions, the System and Data volumes, and the "Other 
Volume" all have access to that 700GB chunk of storage. "Other 
Volume B" is in a separate container, though, and does not share 
space with the volumes in container "A". Normally a disk would 
not be partitioned in this manner, but it would be warranted, for 
example, if you wanted to maintain a clone of your startup disk 
on that same disk (e.g. for testing purposes by developers).


New concept: APFS Volume Groups 
In macOS Catalina, Apple introduced another new concept to the 
APFS filesystem: volume groups. This is more of a conceptual 
grouping of volumes within an APFS container, not a new sub-
structure. Apple also greatly expanded the number of roles 
available for APFS volumes (now there are 16 unique roles). 
When you upgrade to Catalina, your current macOS system 
volume is renamed, e.g. to "Macintosh HD - Data", its role is set 
to Data, and then a new volume is added to your startup disk's 
APFS container with the System role and simultaneously 
grouped with the Data volume. The two volumes within that 
group share special bonds and receive special treatment from 
the Finder and from each volume's filesystem. From the user 
perspective, these two volumes are treated as a single, unified 
volume. If you take a look at Disk Utility, however, you'll see the 
two volumes as distinct, separate items.


The Read-only System volume 
Perhaps the single, largest change in macOS Catalina is the 
manner in which the System volume is mounted on startup – it's 
read-only. By mounting the volume read-only, it becomes 
impossible for attackers to make changes to the content of the 
macOS System volume. That doesn't mean that your Mac is 
100% free from all possible attack vectors, rather it's just another 
line of defense against them.

In macOS Big Sur, Apple expanded on the protection of the 
System volume with the introduction of a cryptographically 
sealed "Signed System Volume"(link is external). The System 
volume is no longer mounted at all on startup, rather a snapshot 
of the System volume is mounted and used as the startup disk. 
The snapshot is read-only and completely immutable.


The Data volume 
You can think of the Data volume as a read-write "shadow" of the 
System volume. The Data volume contains all of your user data 
(e.g. your home folder, third-party applications), but also contains 
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a handful of system components that can't reside on a read-only 
volume. For example, Apple has placed Safari on the Data 
volume, perhaps so it can be updated more frequently. The 
current startup disk's Data volume is mounted at a special 
mountpoint on the system. You can find it if you navigate in the 
Finder to Macintosh HD > System > Volumes > {Data volume 
name}. What you'll find there is a replica of the System volume's 
root-level folders. Within these folders are all of the system 
components that are still writable. Normally you won't see these 
items in the Finder, though, because the Finder visually mashes 
the content of the two volumes together to make them appear as 
a single volume. Also, the Finder won't list your Data volume 
alongside all of your other volumes – the Data volume is mounted 
but hidden.


Building bonds with firmlinks 
To pull off the illusion of a single, unified volume, Apple added 
support to APFS for firmlinks. Like the name implies, a firmlink 
lies conceptually between a soft link and a hard link. That 
probably doesn't make them any more clear though (even for 
people familiar with soft and hard links!). A firmlink is described 
by Apple as a "bi-directional wormhole" between two 
filesystems. Let's take a look at the "Users" folder as an example 
– the Users folder at the root level of the System volume is 
actually a firmlink that points to the Users folder at the root level 
of the Data volume. If you attempt to navigate to the /Users 
folder on the System volume, you're actually going to see the 
content of the /Users folder on the Data volume. Likewise, 
suppose you're looking at a folder on your Desktop (so you're 
looking at the contents of the Data volume) and then you 
navigate upwards several levels. When you get to the parent of 
the "Users" folder, you're no longer looking at the Data volume, 
rather that firmlink has transported you back to the root level of 
the System volume.

There are about a couple dozen firmlinks on macOS Catalina that 
link various folders on the System volume to writable 

counterparts on the Data volume. If you're curious about these, 
you can find a complete list of firmlinks at /usr/share/firmlinks on 
your startup disk.


Finder shenanigans with the Applications folder 
Firmlinks are mostly transparent, but there is one really 
noticeable exception: the Applications folder. The Applications 
folder at the root level of the System volume is a firmlink to the 
Applications folder at the root level of the Data volume, however, 
if you navigate to your startup disk > System > Volumes > Data > 
Applications, you'll notice that the bulk of the Applications are 
not there. Yet when you look at the Applications folder on the 
System volume, they are all there! The Finder applies some 
magic here. The read-only System Applications folder actually 
resides at System > Applications on the System volume, and 
when you open the Applications folder in the Finder, you'll see 
the aggregation of that folder and the Data volume's root-level 
Applications folder. To the average user, this is exactly what you 
expect to see, and that's great. However, you may notice that 
this same aggregation is not applied to other system volumes 
that your Mac is not currently booted from (e.g. your backup 
disk). On those volumes, if you open the root-level Applications 
folder on the visible System volume, you'll only see the content 
of the firmlink to the root-level Applications folder on the Data 
volume (i.e. no Apple applications, just your third-party 
applications and Safari). Rest assured, though, that all of the 
applications are backed up when CCC is making a bootable 
backup of your startup disk! You'll find them at System > 
Applications on the backup volume.  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Lory Gil posted the following article to imore.com on November 
12, 2020. bit.ly/3lwu59C © Mobile Nations. She is a renaissance 
woman, writing news, reviews, and how-to guides for iMore. 

How To Add A Volume Or Partition A 
Mac To Test macOS Big Sur 
You can either create a partition or a separate volume on your 
Mac to install and test another version of macOS alongside the 
current OS. 

By Lory Gil  

For years, early adopters and beta testers would partition their 
Mac's hard drive in order to test macOS, either a new or beta 
version. Partitioning your hard drive actually creates a separate 
container on your hard drive that is limited in its abilities.

If your Mac uses APFS, you can actually create a volume right on 
your current hard drive instead. This allows your hard drive to 
manipulate your available storage temporarily as you need it. It 
makes testing new or beta operating systems much easier to do 
and it's easier to remove when you're done testing them out.


Before you start 
The most important thing to do before making any changes to 
your hard drive is to back it up. Seriously. Back it up. Please. 
Time Machine is the easiest way to back up your data if you 
don't already have another system in place.

Second, make sure you have enough free disk space to properly 
run a secondary operating system. Shoot for at least 30GB free, 
though I recommend closer to 50GB if you have it available.


What's the difference between a disk partition and a 
volume? 
A partition and a volume act in very similar ways, but creating a 
volume allows for flexibility of storage needs while creating a 
partition separates storage with a specific amount and does not 
adjust for each drive's needs.

What is a partition? 
Partitioning your Mac is basically splitting your hard drive into 
separate, usable systems. It makes it possible to run two 
separate operating systems on one device, like Windows and 
macOS, or two versions of macOS (like Catalina and Big Sur).

Note: If you want to run Windows on your Mac, Apple's Boot 
Camp assistant will automatically make a partition for you. Here's 
how to install Windows.

It is important to note that partitioning your hard drive also splits 
up your available hard drive space. Each partition will take up a 
portion of your usable storage. So, if you are running low on 
storage capacity on your hard drive, we don't recommend 
partitioning.

If you are running a Mac using HFS+ file system (prior to macOS 
Catalina) you must partition your hard drive. If your Mac uses 
APFS, Apple recommends creating a volume instead.

What is an APFS volume? 
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An APFS volume creates a similar container to be used the same 
way as a partition, but it mounts it within your main hard drive. 
This allows the volume the flexibility to grow or shrink in storage 
size as needed. You don't have to worry about running out of 
temporary space while installing macOS, for example, because it 
will grab the necessary space from your main drive and then put 
it back when it's done. You can manually select size limiters for a 
volume if you're worried about one drive overtaking another's 
space.

If your Mac uses APFS, Apple recommends creating a volume 
instead of a partition.


How to add an APFS volume on Mac 
You can test Big Sur on your Mac without having to change 
anything on your daily driver by creating a volume that acts as a 
separate drive so you can install a completely different operating 
system. This allows you to switch between OSes using the 
Startup Disk option.

1. Open Finder from your Mac's dock.

2. Select Applications.

3. Scroll down and open the Utilities folder.

4. Double-click on Disk Utilities to open it.

5. Select your APFS drive (Should be called Macintosh HD) from 

the sidebar.

6. Enter a name for the volume.

7. Select the type of APFS format you want. I recommend just 

APFS.

8. Click Add.

You have the option of selecting a specific size that you want the 
volume to be, which will guarantee this volume will always have 
the reserve size you want. However, APFS volumes are designed 
to allocate disk space as needed. If you're worried about running 
out of disk space on either your main drive or the new volume, 

you can select a minimum/maximum volume size. After 
completing Step 7 above:

1. Click Size Options.

2. Enter a Reserve size to ensure that the new volume will 

always have a minimum amount of space.

3. Enter a Quota size to ensure your main drive never runs out of 

space.

4. Click OK.

5. Click Add.


How to create a partition on your Mac 
1. Open Finder from your dock.

2. Select Applications.

3. Scroll down and open the Utilities folder.

4. Double-click to open Disk Utility

5. Select your hard drive in the Disk Utility window. It will be the 

first drive on the list. It might be named "Fusion," or 
"Macintosh HD."


6. Click on the Partition tab. You will be prompted to either add 
an APFS volume or a Partition.


7. Click Partition. 

8. Click the Add partition button it looks like a plus (+) symbol.

9. Change the size of the partition you wish to use by dragging 

the resize controls. The used space is represented in blue.

10.Name the new partition.

11.Specify which file system format you want to use. If you're 

running macOS 10.13 or higher, you'll want APFS. If you are 
running macOS 10.12 or older, you'll want Mac OS Extended.


12.Click apply.

Disk Utility will check the disk and make changes. This will take 
several minutes.
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How to switch partitions or volumes 
You can switch to the new partition, install the current macOS, 
and then download and install macOS Catalina from there.

1. Click the Apple icon in the upper-left corner of your screen.

2. Select System Preferences from the drop-down menu.

3. Select Startup Disk.

4. Click the Lock in the lower left corner of the window to unlock 

and make changes.

5. Enter your system admin password. 

6. Click OK.

7. Select your partition drive.

8. Click Restart.

You can also restart your Mac and press the Option Key when 
you hear the startup chime. This will take you to the Startup 
Manager and you can select your drive from there.

You will then be asked to install macOS. This will install the latest 
available macOS onto the partitioned hard drive. You may have 
to install an older version of macOS before updating it to the 
more recent version you want to run.

If you are testing a beta version of macOS, you'll first install 
whatever the current version is. Then, you can then install the 
macOS beta.


How to download macOS Big Sur 
If macOS Big Sur doesn't automatically install on your partitioned 
hard drive (if it installs macOS Catalina instead, for example), you 
can install it from your System Preferences in About this Mac.

After you have macOS Catalina installed, you can follow the 
instructions to download and install macOS Big Sur.

How to download macOS


J o n a h M a t t h e s p o s t e d t h e f o l l o w i n g a r t i c l e t o 
hometheaterdiy.com in 2021. bit.ly/38XxI3t. © The Home Theater 
DIY. He is the founder of The Home Theater DIY. He started the 
website and loves everything about home theaters. 

When Should You Replace a Surge 
Protector? 
By Jonah Matthes 
As an Amazon Associate we earn from qualifying purchases 
made on our website. If you make a purchase through links from 
this website, we may get a small share of the sale from Amazon 
and other similar affiliate programs. You can read our complete 
legal information for more details.

If you are like me, you likely have your home theater system and 
other electronic devices plugged into a power strip or surge 
protector of some kind. (If you are using a simple power strip, I 
highly recommend you switch to a surge protector!) Surge 
protectors are a great way to help protect your electronics from 
excessive power surges that can damage, if not destroy, your 
devices. However, as will all electronics, surge protectors have a 
lifespan that you should pay particular attention to. 

So when should you replace a surge protector? Experts 
recommend you replace your surge protector every 2 years. A 
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surge protector is rated in joules, which indicate how much 
excessive power they can handle when an electrical surge 
occurs. However, this figure can be hard to track as surges vary 
from area to area. 

If you have electrical devices you want to protect. Investing in a 
quality surge protector is a great idea. Below, I talk about what a 
surge protector does and how to tell if yours is still good. 


What Are Surge Protectors? 
Investing in a quality surge protector is a great way to help 
prevent unnecessary damages to your electric devices. Most 
commonly, a surge protector functions as a power strip with a 
built-in protective feature. Some of the newer models include 
USB ports, in addition to your standard outlets. Higher-end 
models also tend to include coaxial outlets and ethernet jacks to 
protect even your fax machines, cable boxes and more. 

Surge protectors include a built-in metal oxide varistor (MOV). 
The MOV works to absorb any excess voltage that occurs when 
a surge in power occurs. Over time, as the MOV absorbs excess 
energies, it degrades. 

Power strips and surge protectors often look very similar. If you 
are trying to determine whether you have a power strip or a surge 
protector, take a look at the device itself. A surge protector 
typically includes a power or grounded light as well as a 

protected light. These lights indicate whether your device 
includes a surge feature, as well as if it is operational. 


A Note on Power Conditioning

 
Surge protectors with built-in power conditioners add another 
layer of protection to your device. In the event of a massive 
power outage, your surge protector may not be able to fully 
handle the enormity of the power surge that occurs.


A surge protector with a power conditioner, however, sheds 
excess voltage by grounding it instead. They also filter “noise” 
which helps clarify the power supplied to your devices through 
your surge protector and help them to last longer. 

There are a number of products on the market that claim to 
“condition” your power before delivering it to your devices. For 
the lower end surge protectors, this is likely just a gimmick. And, 
in fact, not all electronics need power conditioning.

If you are just providing power to low-end speakers or a DVD 
player, investing in a more expensive surge protector with power 
conditioning might not be necessary. These lower-end surge 
protectors with power conditioners are often destroyed internally, 
making it hard to determine whether they are still functioning as a 
surge protector or power conditioner. 

For higher-end surge protectors, however, the power 
conditioning feature can actually be a welcome bonus. Why? 
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Power conditioning can better support currents supplied to some 
of your more sensitive electronics, such as your projectors, 
receiver, and router.

Higher-end surge protectors with power conditioners are often 
built to handle everything but the most extreme surges, lasting 
much longer than their lower-end counterparts. 

The fact is – your home theater components are an expensive 
investment. Investing in a higher-end surge protector with power 
conditioning can add just another element of protection to ensure 
your home theater lasts as long as possible. 


Surge Protectors Have a Lifespan! 
The lifespan of a surge protector is not measured in years. It is 
measured in joules. The MOV included in your surge protector is 
rated in joules, which directly correlates to the lifespan of your 
particular surge protector. 

There are many different models of surge protectors available 
today. If you are looking for a surge protector that can take a lot 
of abuse, pay attention to the joules it is rated to handle. This is 
the measurement of energy your surge protector is rated to 
protect your devices from. 


How Do You Measure the Lifespan of a Surge Protector? 
With every surge of energy, the future amount of energy it can 
protect you from decreases. For example, if you buy a surge 
protector rated for 1,000 joules, you can handle surges up to 
1,000 joules. This may mean a single 1,000 joules hit will zap the 
remaining life from your surge protector. However, you can also 
handle 10 surges of 100 joules or 1,000 surges of 1-joule hits. 

What does all this mean to you? It means your surge protector’s 
lifespan varies. The number of joules it is rated to handle will 
decrease with each hit. Once the joules have been exhausted, 
the surge protector will act like just a regular power strip instead. 
It will still relay current and power your devices, but it will no 
longer protect them from energy surges. 


Can You Tell When a Surge Protector is No Longer 
Good? 
Unless you know exactly how many joules were present when a 
power surge occurred, it is virtually impossible to determine 
when your surge protector is no longer good. 

A quality surge protector will alert you to the fact that it has 
reached the end of its lifespan. However, not all surge protectors 
will. But these lights are not foolproof and you should not 
necessarily rely on them. That being said – if your surge protector 
has a surge light that is no longer illuminating, you should 
assume that the MOV has been completely degraded. You 
should replace the surge protector at this point. 

However, experts recommend you replace your surge protector 
every 2 years. Since surges vary from place to place, it is 
important to remember that there is no general rule of thumb. 
Your surge protector may or may not be depleted after 2 years. 
However, with the expense of a surge protector compared to the 
expense of replacing all of the electronics you have plugged into 
the device – it makes sense to simply replace the protector 
before it’s too late. 

The truth is, if your surge protector is more than 5 years old, you 

should replace it. This is true whether the surge indicator light is 
illuminated or not. The expenses are relatively small when 
compared to the cost of replacing the rest of your electrical 
devices should a power surge occur and the built-in MOV has 
been depleted. 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Michael Crider posted the following article to reviewgeek.com on 
August 16, 2017. bit.ly/3cUxZ8G. © LifeSavvyMedia. He has 
been writing about computers for ten years. On Review Geek and 
How-To Geek, Michael covers PCs, gaming, and general 
entertainment. 

Surge Protectors vs. UPS: Do You Really 
Need a Battery Backup for Your PC? 

By Michael Crider  
Most PC users understand that a power surge, blackout, or other 
sudden loss of electricity has the capacity to seriously hurt your 
computer. But exactly what one should do to protect against it 
gets a little fuzzier. The two most common means of protection 
are a standard surge protector, sometimes (wrongly) called a 
power strip, or an uninterruptible power supply, usually 
shortened to UPS. (No connection with the delivery guys in the 
brown shorts.)

Which one is right for your computer setup? That depends on 
exactly what you’re doing, and how much protection you want.


Surge Protectors: Simple Protection For Electronics 
Some people refer to a surge protector as a power strip, because 
they look more or less identical. This is a dangerous conflation: 
while a simple power strip might include a cheap circuit breaker 

(or not), it’s essentially just an extension of your wall power 
outlet, allowing more electronics to be plugged in at once but 
offering no significant extra protection. A consumer-grade surge 
protector has multiple outlets as well, but it also includes a 
shorting mechanism and a ground line that will physically block 
excess electrical energy from reaching your devices.


Surge protectors range from simple to complex, with pricier 
versions packing in ten or more electrical outlets, plus extra in 
and out lines for other types of electronic equipment like phone 
lines, Ethernet cords, USB power, and coaxial cables. All that 
stuff is nice, and could certainly come in handy if you’re planning 
an elaborate desk or television setup. But in terms of pure 
protection, what you’re looking for is the joule rating. Surge 
protectors offer an amount of electrical joules for which they are 
rated to stop, and the higher the better.

Power surges can be light—like your home’s internal grid re-
adjusting when someone plugs in a hair dryer or a vacuum 
cleaner—or heavy, like when your satellite dish takes a direct 
lightning strike. Generally joule ratings range from under 1000 
joules for the cheaper models to over 3000 for more elaborate 
versions. Since the more expensive models in this case aren’t 
actually all that expensive, getting maximum protection for your 
stuff doesn’t require a huge investment.
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Most surge protectors include a small LED light that indicates the 
safety ground is still working. Some more elaborate versions 
have a tiny LCD screen f


or the same purpose. Be sure to periodically check that the light 
is still on, especially after thunderstorms or power outages.


UPS: For Saving Your Work (and Time) From 
Random Power Outages 
RELATED: How to Select an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 
for Your Computerr

An uninterruptible power supply is a different beast from a surge 
protector. Actually, a UPS might include a basic surge protector 
with a breaker and ground in the package, as well as multiple 
power outlets—they’re big, bulky boxes. But the primary purpose 
of the uninterruptible power supply is right there in the name: it 
provides power without interruption, no matter what else is 
happening to the power system in your home or city.


To achieve this, a UPS is basically a giant battery. Just like the 
portable battery charger you might already have for your phone, 
a UPS includes a large backup battery that can keep your 
computer (or anything 

else) running when the power goes down. Crucially, a UPS is also 
designed to instantly switch to its internal power supply (or 
simply feed electricity primarily from that supply instead of the 
wall power outlet) to make sure that devices plugged in never 
lose power, even for a second. In the specific case of desktop 
computers, this is crucial: it keeps the PC powered up and 
prevents any unsaved work from being lost.

That being said, a UPS is a different kind of emergency backup 
system than, say, a gasoline-powered generator that can run 
your entire home. Even with a large capacity battery, a 
consumer-grade UPS can only run a desktop PC and a monitor 
for twenty minutes to an hour (depending on the model you buy). 
It’s a failsafe designed to give you enough time to quickly save 
your work or finish some crucial task, then power down safely 
and wait for the primary source of electricity to come back. 
(Many also include software for the PC that can automatically 
shut it down safely, if you aren’t nearby at the time.) It might be 
possible to use the battery power of a UPS to run a laptop or cell 
phone for a much longer period of time, but don’t expect it to be 
your sole source of electricity through an extended power outage 
or natural disaster.


This UPS includes both a small emergency battery and three 
grounded outlets with a built-in surge protector. 
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More expensive models of UPS come with larger internal 
batteries that can power multiple devices. But if your aim is 
simply to keep your computer from unexpectedly shutting down, 
an inexpensive model that can run it for a few minutes is enough. 
We recommend this CyberPower 1500VA model ($130). If you 
need to keep something powered on for hours, like a refrigerator 
for temperature-sensitive medication or a security system, you 
might want to look into more industrial UPS options. Check out 
our guide to selecting a UPS for more.


Which One Should I Use? 
A surge protector is intended to protect your electronics from 
physical harm, in addition to just being generally handy for 
multiple power outlets. An uninterrupted power supply is meant 
to save you from the headache of losing time from failing 
equipment, either for a split-second brown-out or an extended 
power outage.

Most home users can get by with a simple and inexpensive surge 
protector—if the worst comes to the worst and you have a power 
spike in your home, just replace it and you’re good to go. A UPS 
is probably warranted if you frequently do critical work on a 
computer and can’t risk it losing power even for a second. It’s 
also a good upgrade if you live in an area with an unreliable 
power grid or frequent power outages from weather; those split-
second power losses can be more or less ignored, restoring a bit 
of peace of mind.

If you want both maximum electrical protection and a means of 
keeping your PC constantly powered, you can combine both a 
surge protector and a UPS. Most UPS devices include a basic 
surge breaker and ground, and you can plug non-critical devices 
like speakers, phone chargers, or lamps into a cheap surge 
protector on the second wall outlet.
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Bruce Schneier posted the following article to schneier.com on 
February 19, 2021. bit.ly/3qNE1N5. He is an internationally 
renowned security technologist, the author of 12 books, as well 
as hundreds of articles, essays, and academic papers. He is a 
fellow and lecturer at Harvard’s Kennedy School and a board 
member of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. 

Router Security 
By Bruce Schneier 
[2021.02.19] This report is six months old, and I don’t know 
anything about the organization that produced it, but it has some 
alarming data about router security.

Conclusion: Our analysis showed that Linux is the most used OS 
running on more than 90% of the devices. However, many 
routers are powered by very old versions of Linux. Most devices 
are still powered with a 2.6 Linux kernel, which is no longer 
maintained for many years. This leads to a high number of critical 
and high severity CVEs affecting these devices.

Since Linux is the most used OS, exploit mitigation techniques 
could be enabled very easily. Anyhow, they are used quite rarely 
by most vendors except the NX feature.

A published private key provides no security at all. Nonetheless, 
all but one vendor spread several private keys in almost all 
firmware images.

Mirai used hard-coded login credentials to infect thousands of 
embedded devices in the last years. However, hard-coded 
credentials can be found in many of the devices and some of 
them are well known or at least easy crackable.

However, we can tell for sure that the vendors prioritize security 
differently. AVM does better job than the other vendors regarding 
most aspects. ASUS and Netgear do a better job in some 
aspects than D-Link, Linksys, TP-Link and Zyxel.


Additionally, our evaluation showed that large scale automated 
security analysis of embedded devices is possible today utilizing 
just open source software. To sum it up, our analysis shows that 
there is no router without flaws and there is no vendor who does 
a perfect job regarding all security aspects. Much more effort is 
needed to make home routers as secure as current desktop of 
server systems.

One comment on the report:

One-third ship with Linux kernel version 2.6.36 was released in 
October 2010. You can walk into a store today and buy a brand 
new router powered by software that’s almost 10 years out of 
date! This outdated version of the Linux kernel has 233 known 
security vulnerabilities registered in the Common Vulnerability 
and Exposures (CVE) database. The average router contains 26 
critically-rated security vulnerabilities, according to the study.

We know the reasons for this. Most routers are designed 
offshore, by third parties, and then private labeled and sold by 
the vendors you’ve heard of. Engineering teams come together, 
design and build the router, and then disperse. There’s often no 
one around to write patches, and most of the time router 
firmware isn’t even patchable. The way to update your home 
router is to throw it away and buy a new one.

And this paper demonstrates that even the new ones aren’t likely 
to be secure. 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Malcolm Owen posted the following article to appleinsider.com 
on February 21, 2021. bit.ly/3s3XnPn. © Quiller Media, Inc. He 
has been writing professionally about technology since 2012 and 
joined AppleInsider in January 2017.


Chrome Is Still A Memory Hog On 
macOS Compared To Safari 

By Malcolm Owen  
Long been derided as a resource-consuming web browser, a 
recent test by a developer reveals Google Chrome to use 
multiple times the memory of Apple's Safari in macOS. 

Chrome is often the source of ire for users who find the Google-
created browser to be bloated and too keen to consume a Mac's 
available memory. In many cases, users are pointed in the 
direction of the lightweight Safari, but in a new test report, a 
developer shows how bad Chrome is on RAM. 

A blog post by Flotato developer Morten Just spotted by iMore 
attempted to find out how much the memory disparity is between 
Safari and Chrome. Two tests were performed, with the browsers 
experiencing minimal load alongside a more realistic scenario. 


For the minimal load test, a virtual machine was set up with a 
clean macOS installation, and the browsers were made to open 
up two tabs showing Twitter and Gmail. A snapshot of the 
memory and CPU utilization was captured 250 times per second 
using psrecord. 

In the minimal scenario, the average RAM usage for Chrome for 
just the Twitter tab was 730 megabytes, ten times the 73 
megabytes observed for Safari. Flotato, an app for loading 
mobile versions of websites as an app on macOS, shaves the 
RAM usage down a bit further to 63MB. 

Under the two-tab test, Chrome's memory utilization reached 1 
gigabyte after a minute, while Safari stayed consistently below 80 
megabytes. 


Instead of a virtual machine, the second "stress test" used Just's 
own macOS installation and opened up 54 tabs in each browser. 
While Safari kept the average amount of RAM used per tab to a 
svelte 12 megabytes, Chrome's average per-tab memory usage 
was a massive 290 megabytes. 

Both Apple and Google regularly improve their respective 
browsers, with Safari 14 introducing more performance 
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improvements alongside new features like a tab bar redesign, 
customizable start page, and privacy-related elements. 

To Google's credit, it has been working to introduce some 
enhancements to change how it handles background webpages, 
improving processing performance as well as reducing the load 
on a Mac's battery, and even a version built for Apple Silicon. 
Memory consumption has been a long-running problem, which 
Google has repeatedly tried to address, but evidently it is still an 
issue. 

Comment - “Chrome simply sucks.”


William Gallagher posted the following article to appleinsider.com 
on December 14, 2020. bit.ly/3c1BoDi. © appleinsider.com. He 
started using Macs in the 1980s, is a technology writer, has 
authored almost 20 books, including four best-selling ebook 
titles about Mac and Apple software, made 790 public speaking 
appearances since 2012, and presented over 60 podcasts.


Chrome May Be Slowing Down Your 
Mac Here's How To Delete It Entirely 
 By William Gallagher   

 As popular as it is, Chrome causes problems on Macs. If you're 
having difficulties with your Mac running slowly, Chrome update 
routines and support libraries may be the culprit — again. Here's 
how to uninstall it, and remove all the files Google keeps on your 
drive. 

If you ever have any problem with any online service at all, the 
first thing their support desk will tell you is to switch to Google 
Chrome. It's not the solution, though, it's just presumably their 
favorite browser — and they, it seems, are not using Macs. 

That's because if they were, there's a strong chance they'd be 
getting pretty weary themselves of just what a bad Mac citizen 
Google Chrome is. Not everyone gets any problems from 
Chrome, but tell that to Hollywood's Avid editors who found their 
Macs shutting down because of it. 

Or tell it to the unnamed Mac user who got so frustrated that he 
or she set up a website called Chrome is Bad. As well as briefly 
outlining how unfathomably slow various Macs were running, the 
site details how to get rid of Chrome entirely. 

There is more to it than just removing the application. Google 
installs various files that don't deleted when you trash Chrome. 
But, still, deleting Chrome and switching to an alternative is 
where you start. 


How to remove the Chrome application 
1. Drag Google Chrome from Applications to the Trash 

2. Restart your Mac
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Utilities like Hazel will remove some Chrome files, but even these 
won't get everything.

If you use the utility app Hazel, then once you drag Chrome to 
the bin, it will prompt you to remove more. Hazel finds files that 
are linked to an application and asks if you want to delete those 
too. 

Delete them, but unfortunately you're still not done. This is one 
reason why the "Chrome is Bad" site author is particularly angry. 

"Google Chrome installs something called Keystone on your 
computer," says the site, "which nefariously hides itself from 
Activity Monitor and makes your whole computer slow even 
when Chrome isn't running." 

The Keystone files survive even Hazel's automated systems, so 
you have to delete them yourself. 


How to purge Chrome from your Mac 
1. Click the Go menu in the Finder or press Command-

Shift-G

2. In the dialog box that appears, type /Library (the / is 

important)

3. Go through five different folders, starting with 

LaunchAgents, and remove any Google folders


4. Do the same with the LaunchDaemons, Application 
Support, Caches, and Preferences folders


5. Also remove any files that begin with either com.google 
or com.google.keystone


6. Again click the Go menu in the Finder or press 
Command-Shift-G


7. This time, type ~/Library into the box (and the ~ is 
crucial))


8. Go through the same five folders, starting again with 
LaunchAgents, and remove any Google folders


9. Do the same with the LaunchDaemons, Application 
Support, Caches, and Preferences folders


10. A g a i n , a l s o r e m o v e a n y c o m . g o o g l e o r 
com.google.keystone files


11. Empty the trash

12. Restart your Mac


 

You may find that you don't have all of these folders, or that 
some won't have any com.google files. Just remove any you do 
find. 

Note that you will be prompted to enter your password every 
single time you delete anything from this Library, but it's worth it. 

Depending on your Mac, you may notice Google folders that 
don't appear to have any connection with Chrome, and don't 
have the word Keystone anywhere. Delete them anyway. 
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Keystone was first introduced with Google Earth over a decade 
ago, and caused problems then, so it's not specific to just 
Chrome. If you run Google Earth, or any other Google app whose 
files and folders you just deleted, it will recreate the ones it needs 
to run. 

Again, not everyone gets this problem. It's rare enough that it 
gets disputed, yet common enough that it's worth removing 
Keystone to try it out. 

Google has not directly commented on the launch of the 
"Chrome is Bad" site. Separately, it has announced a version of 
Chrome for Apple Silicon which it claims reduces CPU usage, 
and battery life. 


Andrew Martonik posted the following article to digitaltrends.com 
on March 2, 2021. bit.ly/3tw0z6O. © Designtechnica Corporation. 
He is the Senior Mobile Editor, covering the mobile world from 
smartphones and tablets to smartwatches and fitness wearables. 

Does 5G Drain Your Battery?  
By Andrew Martonik 
No matter the size of your phone, or how you use it, you’ll always 
be looking for just a little longer battery life. That leads us to do 
some pretty wacky things. We carry around portable batteries, 
use crazy power-saving modes, close apps (when it doesn’t 
actually do anything), and blame our cellular networks. That 
makes 5G, the new high-powered network technology, an easy 
target for potential battery savings. And, well, the carriers aren’t 
doing themselves any favors here either.

So, does 5G drain your battery? Yes … and also, no. Let me 
explain.


When 5G can actually save battery 
Simply having 5G in your phone  isn’t going to drain its battery 
any faster than if it only has 4G. It’s more so about how you’re 
using that connection.

In ideal circumstances, 5G can actually  reduce battery usage. 
That’s because 5G is faster than 4G — it takes less power to 
transmit the same amount of data because it takes less time. 
Engineers use “time to rest” as an important measurement of 
efficiency and power in electronics — be it in a processor, 
graphics chip, or in our case, cellular modem. It describes how 
quickly a given task can be completed so that the component 
goes back to its lower-power “resting” state. This is critical 
because while these little components are very efficient overall, 
they’re still incredibly power hungry when they’re working at their 
maximum capacity.


5G can download the same data in a fraction of the time 
4G can — and that saves battery. 

In the case of modems, they’re using a tiny amount of power to 
simply sit there, holding a faint connection for phone calls and 
minuscule background transmissions. But when they’re pulling 
down gigabytes of data for a prolonged period, the power 
quickly drains your battery — just turn on your hot spot and let a 
few devices connect, and you’ll see.

That’s how 5G can actually be more efficient than 4G. Because 
5G is faster, it can offer a faster time to rest than 4G in the same 
scenario. If you’re trying to download a large file, on 5G you 
could be done with the task 10 times faster than on 4G — using 
a fraction of the power to accomplish the same task, saving 
battery. Add up that efficiency over the course of the day, and 
you have substantial battery savings, not drain.

These modems, the software running them, and the carrier 
networks are also  quite smart with managing power usage. 
Phones can intelligently switch between networks, idle on 4G, 
use Wi-Fi, and skip over weak connections automatically without 
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you knowing. Networks load-balance traffic between towers and 
provide quality-of-service tweaks to get your data through as 
efficiently as possible. You have to give this system a little credit 
— it’s trying to use as little power as possible.


When 5G can drain your battery 
Thing is, when you have those 5G speeds at your fingertips, you 
can quickly overcome any battery savings by simply using more 
data than you would otherwise — and, in turn, use more 
of everything on your phone. With an always-ready superfast 5G 
connection — tied to an unlimited data plan, no less — you’re 
going to use your phone differently. You’ll download apps on a 
whim, stream video in higher resolution, hot spot to your 
computer, make video calls, and play multiplayer games.

In this case, it isn’t necessarily the 5G connection that’s draining 
your battery — it’s everything that 5G enables.. This can lead you 
to falsely accuse 5G of being inefficient, and turn it off. But this 
would be misguided.

If you truly do use your 5G phone exactly how you used your 4G 
phone, there will be little-to-no difference in battery drain. I’ve 
experienced this first-hand: My iPhone 12 Pro had battery life 
effectively identical to my iPhone 11 Pro. My Galaxy S21 Ultra 
gets superb battery life, ending every day with at least 40% 
remaining.


5G doesn’t drain your battery inherently, but having bad or 
inconsistent coverage does. 

There is one big exception to keep in mind, though: 5G networks 
aren’t as big or robust as 4G networks. They’re relatively new 
and don’t have the same coverage.. When your phone doesn’t 
have a strong signal — whether it’s 5G, 4G, or 3G — it uses more 
battery to hang onto that signal or search for a better one. If your 
phone is on the edge of 5G coverage, or in and out of 5G 
coverage, it can use more power to negotiate all of the extra 
hand-offs. To be clear, this exact same problem can occur on 4G 

— we just take for granted nowadays that we have 4G in nearly 
every square mile of the U.S.

This exception is particularly important to keep in mind when 
talking about mmWave 5G. It has a massive coverage problem.

I won’t get into the nuances of mmWave here — we have in-
depth articles explaining it explaining it — but all you need to 
know is that the technology has an extremely short range, is 
prone to being blocked by anything, and as such has very finicky 
coverage. Using mmWave, it can take dozens of cell towers to 
cover one side of a single city block, compared to a traditional 
low-frequency cell tower covering several blocks on its own. With 
coverage that spotty, in a mmWave area your phone could be 
searching for a connection, or acquiring and dropping it, dozens 
of times more often than if you’re nowhere near mmWave 
coverage.

Carriers try to mitigate this by not actually  connecting to 
mmWave until data is being actively transmitted — again, 
focusing on time to rest — but there’s still a battery hit to 
negotiating all of these handoffs. So, was Verizon’s customer 
service Twitter account right? Yeah, sort of. If you’re in an area of 
weak or inconsistent 5G coverage — particularly with mmWave 
— your phone could use much more battery if it has 5G turned 
on.


How to turn off 5G 
If you ever have issues with your 5G connection, or just want to 
test whether it’s actually using more battery, you may be able to 
turn it off entirely. If you have an iPhone 12, it’s dead-simple to 
turn off 5G entirely  and go back to a 4G-only experience. You 
can turn it back on at any time — it doesn’t even require 
rebooting your phone.

On Android, the settings to turn off 5G differ from company to 
company. Samsung makes it easy to turn off 5G, as do Google 
and OnePlus. (Samsung phones even let you turn off only 
mmWave, if you use the service menu.) But there’s one potential 
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catch: Your carrier may not let you turn off 5G. The cellular 
settings menus in your phone are actually, in part, controlled by 
the carrier. If the carrier (looking at you, Verizon) doesn’t want you 
to have options to change your connection settings, the buttons 
simply won’t show up.


5G isn’t the biggest battery drain on your phone 
Be it 5G or 4G, your phone’s network connection likely isn’t the 
biggest battery consumer over the course of the day. Not even 
close. Using your phone for more than a couple of hours a day, 
the screen is going to be the biggest battery drain — this varies 
widely by phone, but could be as much as 25% of your battery 
usage. Even more so if you spend time outside with it cranked up 
to 100% brightness.


There are so many things that can drain the battery on your 
phone; don’t let 5G distract you. 

Next is just the operating system that’s constantly running. Then, 
depending on how you use your phone, will be the half dozen (or 
so) most-used apps. Once again, depending on how you use 
your phone — watching watching Netflix in 4K for an hour will 
use considerably more battery than Gmail checking for new 
email in the background. But you may not realize just how many 
apps are constantly running, each using a small slice of your 
battery.

Of course, 5G uses some of your battery. And in some cases, it 
can use more battery than 4G. But chances are if you’re upset 
with your phone’s battery life, 5G isn’t the biggest problem. 
Eliminate your other potential issues, then look at your 5G 
settings.
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John Kheit posted the following article to macobserver.com on 
March 18, 2021. bit.ly/30WGQRy. © The Mac Observer, Inc. He is 
a New York attorney and a regular contributor to The Mac 
Observer. 

Computer Device Makers Ignore Bit-Flip 
Errors and Data Corruption 
By John Kheit 

I came across this article  at Spiceworks noting a new type of 
URL typo-squatting based on bits being flipped in memory. 
 However, the article seemed to bury the lead which is this:

Research has shown that a computer with 4GB of memory has a 
96% chance of having a random “bit flip” every three days.

That’s a crazy high chance of data corruption occurring on your 
computer. So, what causes these bits flip errors? Well as circuits 
in computers get smaller and smaller (e.g., the latest Apple chips 
are based on impossibly fine 5nm circuits and memory circuits 
have also shrunk), when cosmic rays/neutrons or some other 
interference passes through them, there is an increased chance 
that a 0 can be flipped to a 1 or vice versa.

This is why devices are ‘radiation-hardened’ for space 
applications. Hardening includes, in part, increasing the size of 

circuits. Chip fabrication for space application is generally held 
between 65nm to 150nm (a staggering 30x larger than current 
circuits), because cosmic rays are much more likely to pass 
through devices in space than on the surface of the Earth.

Here on Earth we have an easier way to deal with such random 
bit flips and it’s called ECC memory. ECC stands for Error 
Correction Code and it employs parity to correct such bit flip 
errors. Parity is used, for example, by network storage devices 
like Synology, e.g. with RAID 5, to let you replace a bad drive in 
your RAID without losing your data (so why don’t they use it with 
RAM). Currently, the only Apple product that employs ECC 
memory is the Mac Pro. The question is why?

Modern devices seem likely to flip a bit and corrupt your data 
almost every day. The problem will only get worse with more 
memory and smaller fabrication techniques. That means every 
day your computer may bomb inexplicably or some bit of data on 
your computer will get corrupted. And that data corruption can 
compound getting worse and worse over time.

So why don’t all modern computer and mobile device makers 
use ECC memory? Right now ECC memory costs a bit more (you 
basically have a 9th bit of memory as a single bit parity check on 
the other 8 bits). However, if everyone moved to ECC memory as 
a default, these prices would fall fast.

I guess my question is, with error rates so high that a Mario 64 
speed runner is experiencing them, is it at some point negligent 
for our computer/device makers to not start using ECC memory?
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to lifewire.com on 
September 30, 2020. bit.ly/3shm0IR. © About.Inc. He has been 
writing, programming and following technology since back in the 
Commodore Vic 20 days. 

Can An iPad Get Infected With a Virus? 
If you get a message saying you have a virus, don't panic 

By Daniel Nations 
The iPad does a great job of combating viruses, malware, and 
the dark side of the internet, so if you see a message on your 
iPad saying you have a virus, don't panic. There are no known 
viruses that target the iPad. In fact, a virus may never exist for 
the iPad. 


iOS and Viruses  
In a technical sense, a virus is a piece of code that replicates 
itself by creating a copy within another piece of software on your 
computer. But, unlike Windows computers that have a very open 
file system, iOS doesn't allow one app direct access to the files 
of another app, preventing any would-be virus from replicating.  

If you visit a website and see a message pop up informing you 
that your device is infected by a virus, you should immediately 
exit the website. The pop-up message is a scam hoping to scare 
you into installing malware on your device under the guise of 
helping it become more secure. 

Furthermore, you don't need to install virus protection on your 
iPad. Unlike a Windows computer, where running real-time virus 
protection software is almost a requirement, the iPad doesn't 
need full-time protection from viruses. 


An iPad Virus May Not Exist, But That Doesn't Mean 
You Are Out of the Danger Zone  
While it's not possible to write a true virus for the iPad, malware 
can and does exist. Malware encompasses any piece of software 
with bad intent, such as tricking you into giving up your 
passwords or other sensitive information. Malware for the iPad is 
relatively rare, though, because of one major obstacle it must 
overcome in order to get installed on your device: the App Store. 

One of the great benefits of owning an iPad is that Apple checks 
every app that's submitted to the App Store. In fact, it takes 
several days for an iPad to go from a submission to a published 
app. It's possible to sneak malware through the app store, but 
this condition is rare. In these cases, the app is usually caught 
within a few days or a few weeks and is quickly removed from 
the store. 

But, you should still be vigilant, especially if an app asks for 
personal or financial information. It's one thing for the Amazon 
app to ask for this type of information and quite another when it 
comes from an app you've never heard of before and 
downloaded on a whim while browsing the App Store. 
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Even a well-known app should be treated with a certain amount 
of distrust. Never share your personal information, especially 
financial information like bank accounts and credit card numbers, 
unless there's a specific reason for the app to ask for it. While 
viruses cannot exist on an iPad, scammers have gotten around 
the iPad's ability to protect itself from viruses by infecting the 
developer's PC, injecting code before it even makes it to the App 
Store. While it may sound like something out of a movie, this has 
happened. It's rare and not something most of us should worry 
about, but it does demonstrate that even popular apps should 
never have our full trust. 


Is There an Anti-Virus App for the iPad?  
The iOS platform got its first official anti-virus program 
when VirusBarrier went on sale in the App Store, but this anti-
virus program is for checking files that may be uploaded to your 
Mac or PC. McAfee Security runs on the iPad, but it simply locks 
your files in a secure "vault," it doesn't detect or clean "viruses."  

Apps like VirusBarrier are preying on your fear of viruses in hopes 
that you'll install them without reading the fine print. And, in fact, 
Apple removed VirusBarrier for this very reason. Yes, even 
McAfee Security is hoping you're scared enough not to realize 
there are no known viruses for the iPad and that malware is 
actually much more difficult to acquire on the iPad than on the 
PC. 


iPad Virus Scams  
One of the most common scams for the iPad is the iOS Crash 
Report and variations of it. In this phishing scam, a website 
displays a pop-up page informing you that iOS has crashed or 
the iPad has a virus, then instructs you to call a number. 
However, the people on the other end aren't Apple employees 
and their main goal is to trick you out of either money or 
information that can be used to hack into your accounts. 




The distinction between viruses and malware is important. A virus 
simply cannot replicate itself onto an iPad because it cannot 
access files to do so. But other forms of malware simply trick you, 
the user, into infecting the computer or giving up personal 
information. 
When you receive a message like this, the best course of action 
is to quit the Safari browser and reboot the iPad. If you get this 
message often, clear the cookies and web data stored on your 
device. 

1. Open Settings. 

2. Scroll down the left-side menu, then tap Safari. 

3. In the Safari settings, scroll down and tap Clear History and 

Website Data. You will need to confirm this choice. You must 
re-enter previously saved website passwords, but this is a 
small price to pay to keep your Safari browser clean and 
secure. 


The 'Congratulations Amazon User' Message  
If you're constantly bombarded by pop-up advertisements in the 
iPad's web browser that lock you into the page and congratulate 
you for winning something, you've come across another 
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common form of malware. The most common of these 
impersonates Amazon and hopes to lure you in with the promise 
of a free gift. Similar to the Crash Report scam, these pop-up 
adware scams trick you into giving up personal information. 

To fight back against this, clear your web history and data. This 
malware exists in your web cache, which is data the Safari 
browser saves to help speed up a website by storing portions of 
it. 


The Best Protection Is an Updated iPad  
While constant iOS updates might seem annoying, the easiest 
way to compromise an iPad is through exploiting security holes 
in the operating system. These problems are fixed quickly by 
Apple, but you need to keep on top of operating system updates. 

When you're prompted with a message about a new operating 
system update, simply tap Later, then plug your iPad in before 
going to bed. The iPad will schedule an update for that night, but 
it needs to be plugged into a power source (a computer or a wall 
outlet) to download and run the update. 


Do Not Jailbreak Your iPad  
There is one big hole that can lead to possible infections of 
malware: jailbreaking your device. Jailbreaking is the process of 
removing the protections Apple has in place that restrict you from 
installing apps anywhere but their App Store. Normally, an app 
needs a certificate to download, install, and run on your device. It 
gets this certificate from Apple. Jailbreaking gets around this 
protection and allows any app to be installed on your iPad.  

Warning: If you jailbreak your device, be extra careful about what 
you install on it, because Apple hasn't tested and certified it as 
being free of malware. 
Most people don't jailbreak our iPad. In fact, as the tablet has 
gained more features, it's become less popular to jailbreak. Most 
of what can be done through apps on Cydia and other non-Apple 

app stores can now be done with apps downloaded through the 
official App Store. 


So Is My iPad Safe?  
Just because it's difficult for malware to get on your iPad doesn't 
mean your iPad is completely safe from all intrusion. Hackers are 
great at finding ways to either disrupt devices or to find their way 
inside of devices. 

Here are a few things everyone should do with their iPad: 

Turn on Find My iPad. This tool lets you lock the iPad remotely or 
even erase it completely if it should ever become lost or stolen.

Lock Your iPad with a passcode. While it may seem like a waste 
of time to input a four-digit code every time you use your iPad, 
it's still the best way to keep it secure.

Disable Siri and notifications from your lock screen. Siri can still 
be accessed by default when your iPad is locked. And, with Siri, 
anyone can do anything, from checking your calendar to setting 
reminders. Disable Siri on the lock screen in your iPad's settings.
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James Frew updated the following article to makeuseof.com on 
December 30, 2020. bit.ly/311ty6m. © MakeUseOf. He is 
MakeUseOf’s Buyer's Guides Editor and a freelance 
technologywriter. 

How to Change Your DNS Settings to 
Increase Speed 
By James Frew  

Changing your DNS settings can have a big impact on day-to-
day internet speeds. Here's how to change your DNS settings 
properly.

Over the past two decades, technological developments have 
dramatically improved internet speeds. Broadband and fiber 
connections have created lightning-fast networks where even 
high-definition media can be loaded in just a few seconds. 

That's not to say there isn't room for improvement. Changing 
your DNS settings is often cited as one of the easiest ways to 
optimize your internet speed. So, let's take a look at how DNS 
works and how to change your DNS settings. 


What Is DNS? 
When you enter a website's URL into your browser, it needs to 
be translated into the site's IP address to send and receive data. 
The Domain Name System (DNS) is the digital equivalent of a 
phonebook, providing a number (IP address) for a given name 
(URL). 

For example, if you enter ww.makeuseof.com  into your browser, 
the DNS server translates that into an IP address---in this case, 
54.157.137.27. With over a billion websites currently online, it 
isn't practical to maintain a list that large. Instead, your DNS 
server stores a cache for a range of websites. 

If you try to access a site that isn't already cached, then your 
DNS server will request the entry from another server. Your 
default DNS server is likely to be provided by your ISP and isn't 
guaranteed to be the best performing server. 


A Question of Geography 

The infrastructure supporting the internet is a series of copper 
and optical cables which connect servers around the world. Data 
is carried across these cables in the form of electromagnetic 
waves, with speed limited to the speed of light. While we can't 
do anything to increase that speed, we can reduce the distance 
these waves have to travel. 
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If a DNS server is located far away from you, then your browsing 
speeds will be impacted. However, the reality of the internet is 
more complicated than simple distance calculations would have 
you believe. Google Public DNS is one of the most popular DNS 
server alternatives and uses two IP addresses (8.8.8.8 and 
8.8.4.4). 

These are known as anycast addresses, with multiple servers 
around the world responding to requests from these addresses. 
The servers responding to the requests vary throughout the day, 
depending on network conditions and traffic. Despite returning 
your queries from servers around the world, it is consistently 
ranked as one of the fastest DNS servers. 

They have achieved this by working with Content Delivery 
Networks (CDNs) to attach location data to DNS requests. In 
most cases, if you were to use a Canadian DNS server, then the 
CDNs would assume that you are in Canada. 

This has an impact on loading speeds, and the content you see 
will be optimized for a Canadian audience. CDNs have become 
essential to the operation of the internet, that they are a key 
component in whether you can really break the internet. 

Google and OpenDNS attach your IP address to the DNS 
requests. This means that the data is loaded from a server local 
to you, improving your overall internet speed. 


Does Changing Your DNS Increase Speed? 
When planning a trip with Google Maps, you're presented with 
several different travel options. Some of the routes will take less 
time, even if they cover a greater distance. This could be due to 
many factors like traffic, transport changes, and average speed. 

When selecting a DNS server to increase your internet speeds, 
you'll be faced with a similar range of factors. Choosing the most 
advantageous path is known as route optimization. Some DNS 
servers, like those provided by ISPs, will experience heavy traffic, 
especially during peak times. 


Some servers have outdated records, or inefficiently route your 
data. The complex interplay between servers and connections 
makes route optimization integral to improving your internet 
speeds. Your ISP's DNS server may be located close by. 
However, their one-size-fits-all approach is unlikely to offer you 
the best performance. 

This is where a tool like Google's Namebench comes in handy. It 
offers a free speed test to help you find the fastest DNS to 
optimize your internet speed. Namebench analyzes your 
connection and recommends the best DNS servers explicitly 
tailored to you. 

Namebench isn't your only option; there are other ways to find 
the fastest DNS to optimize your internet speed, too. 
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How to Change DNS Settings 

While your ISP likely has its own DNS server, it probably isn't the 
fastest option available. Instead, you'll want to change your 
operating system's DNS settings. There are three leading 
alternative DNS providers; Google DNS, OpenDNS, and 
Cloudflare DNS. 


How to Change DNS Settings on Windows 10 
[Deleted] 
How to Change DNS Settings on macOS 
To change your DNS on a macOS device, open System 
Preferences. From there, click Network > Advanced. On this 
page, navigate to the DNS tab. Unlike on Windows, you can 
easily add and remove DNS servers using the + and - buttons on 
the window's bottom left. Once you've clicked the + icon, you 
can enter the IP address of your desired provider. 


How to Change DNS Settings on an iPhone 
Suppose you want to change your DNS server on an iPhone, 
open Settings > Wi-Fi. Tap the 'i' icon next to your connected 
network. This will open a settings page for the wireless network 
you want to adjust. Scroll the page until you reach the DNS 
header. 

Tap the Configure DNS option. By default, this will be set to 
Automatic. Select Manual to enable further options. The Add 
Server field will appear Under DNS Server. Tap the button and 
enter the IP address of your desired provider. Once complete, tap 
Save at the top right of the screen. 


How to Change DNS Settings on Android 
The steps to change your DNS on Android vary depending on 
your device. However, for stock Android 9.0 and above, open 
Settings > Network and Internet. 

Tap on the arrow to expand the Advanced settings. By default, 
the Private DNS field will be set to Automatic. Selecting that 
option will open an input window. Tap Private DNS provider 
hostname. Here, you will need to use the DNS server's 
hostname, rather than IP address, as below; 

• Google DNS: dns.google.com 

• Cloudflare: 1dot1dot1dot1.cloudflare-dns.com 


The Need for DNS Speed 
While there is no silver bullet to improve internet speeds, you can 
make numerous smaller tweaks and improvements. These 
improvements work together to increase your overall internet 
speed. 

The DNS server you choose will play an essential role in this 
process. However well-intentioned, sometimes, errors will occur. 
Fortunately, they are reasonably straightforward to address. 
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Dan Moren posted the following article to macworld.com on 
March 15, 2021. bit.ly/3vKgSPf. © Mac Publishing.LLC. He is a 
Contributor at Macworld, and has been writing about all things 
Apple since 2006, and the author of three sci-fi novels. 

How The HomePod mini Can Succeed 
Where Apple’s First Smart Speaker Failed 
It’s all about what it can do—and what it costs.  

By Dan Moren 
In an  unexpected move, Apple 
revealed late Friday that the full-
sized version of its HomePod 
s m a r t s p e a k e r w o u l d b e 
discontinued. This came a couple 
of days after the Space Gray 
model had already been  listed as 
out of stock, prompting theories 
about a possible refresh to the 
product.

Perhaps more surprising than the demise of the HomePod, 
however, is that this does not actually mark the end of Apple’s 
smart speaker ambitions. The three-year-old HomePod is 
survived by its smaller and less-costly sibling, the $99 HomePod 
mini, introduced last fall.

There are myriad reasons  why the HomePod failed, chief 
amongst which were a late start in the category, mistaking what 
exactly the market wanted out of such a device, and a high 
asking price. But what makes this change unusual is that, rather 
than cutting bait entirely, Apple seems to be sticking it out with a 
cheaper, less ambitious alternative. So why did the HomePod 
mini succeed where the larger failed, and what might this tell us 
about the future of the product line—if there is one?


Dipping into chips 
On the outside, the mini may look very similar, if—as its name 
suggests—much smaller than the standard HomePod, but it 
actually boasts two hardware capabilities that its larger 
counterpart does not: a ultra wideband chip and a Thread radio.

So far, the uses of these chips have been fairly limited. In a 
recent software update, Apple added a new Handoff mechanism 
that works with devices that sport a U1 chip (mainly the iPhone 
11 and 12 series). Since that chip can detect proximity with a 
high degree of precision, it means the U1 handoff feature should 
be more reliable than the old Bluetooth method. But that’s only 
dipping one’s toe in the possibilities: the U1 chip could  also 
provide other abilities, such as helping you locate your phone or 
other U1-enabled devices, or potentially avoiding the annoyance 
of summoning Siri, only to have the wrong device respond.


The HomePod mini is better positioned to be a smarthome hub 
than the original HomePod. 

Likewise, the Thread radio in the mini points to something that 
was supposed to be a marquee feature of the original HomePod: 
the ability to act as a smart home hub. Though the original 
HomePod could act as a HomeKit hub, mediating interactions 
with other smart home tech, it only supported accessories that 
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used Wi-Fi or Bluetooth—third-party devices that rely on other 
wireless technologies, such as Thread or ZigBee, generally 
requires an additional hub that connects to your network.

Thus, the HomePod mini is far better positioned to be an actual 
hub for the increasing amount of smart home tech that’s making 
its way into consumers’ houses, especially as Apple and the rest 
of the industry push towards a smart home standard.


A sound miscalculation 
Unsurprisingly, one place that Apple miscalculated for the 
HomePod was sound. The company’s been down this road 
before, with the late (and somewhat lamented)  iPod Hi-Fi. That 
was a beautifully designed device that boasted impressive 
sound, but came at a price-tag that was decidedly higher than 
the cheaper speakers flooding the market. Sound familiar?

The problem is that Apple wedged itself in a tough market, in 
between a sea of cheap Bluetooth speakers and the kind of 
super-high-end sound systems that audiophiles are willing to 
shell out way more than $350 to get.


 
The HomePod mini doesn’t match the original HomePod’s sound 
quality, but it still sounds decent and meets people’s expectations 

for a $99 device. 

On the other hand, the mini manages to thread that needle more 
adroitly. Its sound isn’t on par with the larger HomePod 
(especially when it comes to bass), but at $99, it’s  good 
enough. Roughly 80 percent of the sound quality for a third of the 
price is a pretty good deal. That’s a concept that Apple, a 
company that prides itself on making best-in-category products, 
struggles with. But in this case, it’s an important lesson to learn. 
(And one the company should consider in some of its other 
product categories, like the Apple TV.)

Most consumers in the market for a smart speaker want 
something that sounds decent when playing music and 
podcasts, and the HomePod mini, frankly, gets that job done.


The future of the line 
On balance, the survival of the HomePod mini seems to suggest 
that Apple has realized the more important part of the smart 
speaker market is not necessarily the “speaker” part, but the 
“smart”. Finding the balance between good sound quality and a 
more capable home hub experience might help re-center the 
product as part of the company’s ecosystem—not to mention 
putting it in the sweet spot for consumers.

That’s not to say there isn’t room for the HomePod line to expand 
in the future. My colleague Jason Snell has been bullish on 
the  idea of a HomePod-style soundbar  for the living room, for 
example, while others have suggested incorporating other 
features, such as wireless router capabilities.

But the luxury of having the $99 HomePod mini around means 
that Apple can afford to wait and see exactly how the market 
plays out, without holding onto an expensive (both to the 
consumer and for Apple to produce) product. By all accounts, 
the mini has been a more successful product than the original 
HomePod and, in the truest Apple fashion, holding down the 
low-end leaves some headroom for the product line to grow 
above it.
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AI and Humans 
Animal Talk  
By Kathy Garges 

While news on artificial intelligence often focuses on image 
recognition, innovations in speech  recognition and language have 
been quieter, but equally interesting. Researchers have added  
machine learning to the existing tools of Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) — probabilistic NLP continues to be powerful due 
to the repetitive nature of languages. One area of recent NLP  
innovation is animal communications. 

The Wild Dolphin Project, led by Denise Herzing of Florida Atlantic 
University, has teamed up with AI scientists at Georgia Institute of 
Technology to apply machine learning to decades of collected 
underwater sounds from wild dolphins in the Bahamas. The goal is 
to use pattern recognition AI techniques to analyze the sounds and 
then match dolphin behavior to their communications with each 
other. 

Secondarily, the Project is exploring ways for the human 
researchers to communicate with the dolphins through an 
underwater computer acoustic interface. The design is a dolphin-
friendly interface, consistent with the Project’s mission of non-
invasive research. It generates human-devised whistles associated 
with human-introduced objects with the goal of inviting the dolphins 
to respond with a mimicking whistle in a context that shows they 
understand the object association. 

Viruses, such as COVID-19, could be called animalcules, an old-
fashioned term for small animals. Some scientists say viruses are 
alive. Others say they are not alive because they lack cell structure, 
their own metabolism, and the ability to reproduce without a host — 
even though they carry genetic material like living beings, which 
they use to reproduce, and which can mutate and evolve through 
natural selection. 

A team of scientists at MIT has shown that machine learning NLP 
can predict which virus genetic mutations would allow a virus to 

evade antibodies in a host’s immune system. A model of COVID-19 
is one of 3 viruses they tested. 

They identified mutations that are “grammatically” correct but carry 
different “semantic” meaning. In other words, the effective 
mutations in the virus genetic material — DNA or RNA— behave like 
predictable new, meaningful “sentences” in a natural language. This 
is a very important concept for developing effective vaccines and 
likely will simplify what is otherwise a complex analysis of possible 
mutations. 

Alive or not, viruses certainly engage in animal communication. 
Mutations that affect virus surface spike proteins like those on 
COVID-19 are entirely about communication — welcoming 
communications with potential host animal cells and avoiding 
negative communications with host immune system cells. 

The Petpuls smart dog collar is getting a lot of media attention. The 
collar connects to a smartphone app. Petpuls uses an algorithm 
along with a database of more than 10,000 dog bark samples from 
50 breeds of dogs. It identifies the dog’s emotional state from its 
bark, captured by the collar microphone — relaxed, anxious, angry, 
sad or happy. 

The company’s advertising says research and testing by Seoul 
National University reports an accuracy rate of more than 80%. 
Petpuls claims the algorithm learns from an individual dog’s data 
and becomes more accurate with use. 

Encouraging owners to understand their pets is laudable. But 
there’s no link available on the company’s website, or elsewhere, to 
a list of the 50 dog breeds whose barks are used, or the supporting 
AI research. How was accuracy determined? How can it be 
determined? Dogs can’t directly communicate to us the accuracy of 
the results — there’s no bark for that. 

Sources and additional information: 
The Wild Dolphin Project, www.wilddolphinproject.org 

WPBT, “Dolphins: Breaking the Code,” Episode 10 of Changing 
Seas, June 19, 2018,  to.pbs.org/3dlF2qY 

Brian Hie, et al., “Learning the language of viral evolution and 
escape,” Science, January 15, 2021, bit.ly/3cuXrCC 

Petpuls, www.petpuls.net 
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